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Abstract
Amvrosiadi, N. 2017. The value of experimental data and modelling for exploration of
hydrological functioning: The case of a till hillslope. Digital Comprehensive Summaries of
Uppsala Dissertations from the Faculty of Science and Technology 1579. 80 pp. Uppsala:
Acta Universitatis Upsaliensis. ISBN 978-91-513-0115-0.

Successfully modeling one system response (e.g. hydrograph or solute transport) sometimes
gives the false sense of well-characterizing the modeled system. This is partly because of the
well-known equifinality issue; during the calibration process multiple parameter combinations
can produce similarly good results. One step forward towards a better-defined system is
using measured (at relevant scale) values for the model parameters, as well as using multiple
conditions to constrain the model.

But when not enough, or relevant, field measurements are available, virtual experiments
(VE’s) can be used as a supplementary method to model calibration. The advantage of VE’s
over model calibration is that they can also be used to explore assumptions both on the system
hydrological processes, and on the model structure.

One goal of this study was to utilize both field measurements and models for better
characterization of the S-transect hillslope, located in Västrabäcken catchment, Northern
Sweden. This included (a) characteristics in space: system vertical boundaries, hydraulic
parameters, pore water velocity distribution, spatial correlation of flowpaths, soil water retention
properties; (b) characteristic of system’s dynamic behavior: storage – discharge relationship,
transit time distribution, turnover time; and (c) outputs’ sensitivity to external forcing, and
to small scale structure assumptions. The second goal was to comment on the value of field
measurements and virtual experiments for extracting information about the studied system.

An intensely monitored study hillslope was chosen for this work. Although the hillslope has
already been the subject of multiple field and modelling studies, there are still open questions
regarding the characteristics listed above. The models used were the Vertical Equilibrium Model
(VEM), and the Multiple Interacting Pathways (MIPs) model.

It was found that the hillslope was well connected; from the near-stream areas up to the water
divide the storage – discharge relationship could be described as an exponential function. Also,
the dynamic storage (which controls the hydrograph dynamics) was much smaller comparing
to the total hillslope storage. The unsaturated soil storage was found to be more sensitive to
water table positions than vertical flux magnitude. The dynamic condition of external forcing
(precipitation and evapotranspiration) affected the transit time distribution (TTD) shape. And,
opposite to expectations, TTD was not sensitive to micro-scale structural assumptions tested
here.
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1. Introduction 

With the help of modelling we can simulate the hydrological dynamics (Beven 
& Kirkby 1979; Meerveld & Weiler 2008; Iorgulescu et al. 2007; Šimůnek et 
al. 2008; Brunner & Simmons 2012; Binley et al. 1989, Bergström 1992); the 
transit time distribution (Małoszewski & Zuber 1982; Rodhe et al. 1996; 
Ozyurt & Bayari 2005a;  Ozyurt & Bayari 2005b; Botter et al. 2009; Botter et 
al. 2010; McGuire & McDonnell 2006; Tetzlaff et al. 2015); or both the hy-
drological dynamics and transport (Gerke & van Genuchten 1993; Simunek et 
al. 2003; Davies et al. 2013; Danesh-Yazdi et al. 2017) in what is said to be a 
well-defined hydrological system. Nevertheless, defining a hydrological sys-
tem well is a challenge. Getting the desired simulated results does not always 
mean that the model system is a good representative of the real one. 

This becomes evident when: accurate modelling of hydrological responses 
does not guarantee accurate prediction of tracer breakthrough curves (and vice 
versa); model parameters used to get desirable results do not match the meas-
ured ones; and model performance for the validation period can be significant-
ly lower compared to the calibration period. Consequently, getting some ac-
ceptable results does not necessarily correlate with understanding the system 
characteristics or processes (Klemeš 1986; Beven 1989; Beven 2000; Beven 
2001a; Seibert & McDonnell 2002;  Kirchner 2006; Fenicia et al. 2010).  

Getting correct results for the right reason (Kirchner, 2006) is though signi-
ficant for several reasons. One is that a broader range of disciplines uses re-
sults from hydrological models. For example, hydrology is an important, but 
often very simplified, component of modelling weathering rates (Jönsson et al. 
1995; Maher 2010; Futter et al. 2012; Erlandsson et al. 2016), and contaminant 
and nutrient transport (Ginn 1999; Köhne et al. 2009b; Köhne et al. 2009a; 
Kirchner et al. 2000; Borken & Matzner 2009; Selroos & Destouni 2015; 
Davies et al. 2011; Davies et al. 2013). Another reason is that hydrological 
models are often used for predictive purposes. With better system understand-
ing there is a higher chance to produce more realistic responses to conditions 
that have not been tested or observed before. An example is the response of 
the system to changed precipitation patterns.  

The challenge of defining a hydrological system well was mentioned 
above. But why is the challenge there, and what can be done to reduce uncer-
tainties surrounding system characteristics?  

Uncertain characteristics can be both on macro- and micro-scale. Some ex-
amples that belong to the macro-scale group are time variable system bounda-
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ries (hillslope length, lateral boundaries, and active flow depth), hydraulic 
conductivity and porosity profiles. Although these parameters can be meas-
ured, they have wide error margins. On the other hand there are micro-scale 
characteristics, which are harder to measure on the hillslope scale (e.g. varia-
bility in pore size distributions and pore connectivity), and have to be indirect-
ly inferred. 

The combination of uncertain parameters and poorly defined systems, leads 
to an old challenge: estimating the distribution of times for water to travel 
from the infiltration to the exfiltration point (transit time distribution, TTD ) 
(McGuire & McDonnell 2006; Hrachowitz et al. 2016; Heße et al. 2016; Ali et 
al. 2014). Even though years have passed since the first attempts to link water 
age and hydrological system characteristics with the help of tracer studies 
(Begemann & Libby 1957; Erikson 1958; Eriksson 1963), there is still no 
common practice established for gaining real knowledge about the hydrologi-
cal processes in the system and TTD, and vice versa (Soulsby, D.Tetzlaff and 
Hrachowitz, 2009). Of course there is a method that would give a conclusive 
answer: to monitor a perfect tracer until a perfect recovery, at sufficient time 
and space resolution; but due to obvious practical limitations this method ex-
ists only on a theoretical level.  

Calibrating a model to multiple variables increases the chances of repre-
senting the modeled system in a more realistic way. However, it has been ar-
gued that there is a limit when adding more extensive and detailed data results 
in a better representation of the system (Gupta et al. 1998; Yapo et al. 1996). A 
distinct reason is that often the model performance remains the same for dif-
ferent parameter combinations, which makes it impossible to pinpoint the 
combination that is closer to the ‘real’ one. Another reason is that parameter 
calibration does not address the epistemic uncertainties; e.g. the hydrological 
processes that are not correctly represented in the model, or the model’s struc-
tural errors. Finally, choosing the best performing model is not a trivial task 
either, given the existing multitude of evaluation criteria. 

A temporary conclusion can be made here then. Field measurements, 
whether of model parameters or of variables to which a model is calibrated, 
cannot bring the model simulations to perfection.  

Virtual experiments (EXPs) have been proposed as an alternative to model 
calibration (Weiler and McDonnell, 2004). Considering the advantages of 
hypothesis testing (Troch et al. 2002; Seibert & McDonnell 2002; Alila & 
Beckers 2001), and the problems that accompany model calibration (Gupta et 
al. 1998; Beven & Binley 1992), the former is thought to be more informative 
when it comes to characterizing a system (Beven 2001b; Hooper et al. 1988; 
Beven 2010; Pfister & Kirchner 2017). Virtual experiments can be used to test 
possible model structures (Vaché & McDonnell 2006; Sayama & McDonnell 
2009), as well as the sensitivity of the model to external forcing.   
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2. Aim 

The four distinct parts of this study were seemingly different, but they all 
aimed at understanding better a hydrological system at the hillslope scale. 
The goals were:  

1) Develop the MIPs model. Originally the model was applied for the 
Gådrsjön study site (Davies et al., 2011), where the average soil depth of 40 
cm was underlain by bedrock. The model needed to be developed further in 
order to represent the geometry and characteristics of the S-transect 
hillslope.    

2) Obtain a better understanding of the hillslope characteristics and hydro-
logical processes. The former referred to: hydraulic conductivity; porosity; 
soil moisture retention characteristics; pore-water velocity distribution; and 
spatial correlation of pore-scale characteristics. The latter referred to the 
storage – discharge relationship and storage dynamics.  

3) Quantify the transit time and turnover time of the system. In the past 
the mean transit time was often estimated with the help of conservative natu-
ral tracers (δ18Ο and δ2H). Two advantages of MIPs over this method is that 
no assumption needs to be made about the transit time distribution function, 
and all the water (regardless of how old it is) can be traced in the system.  

4) Explore the sensitivity of the simulated results to assumptions regard-
ing hillslope and input data characteristics. For this, virtual experiments were 
designed with MIPs.  
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3. Materials and Methods 

3.1 Study site 
The site selected for this study was a hillslope in the Västrabäcken catch-
ment, in the Krycklan Catchment Study, Northern Sweden (64o14´ N, 19o46´ 
E), (Figure 1). On this hillslope, the so called S-transect was established in 
1996, parallel to the assumed direction of groundwater flow (Nyberg et al., 
2001). The transect was instrumented and monitored both for hydrological 
dynamics and soil water chemistry (Laudon et al., 2013).  

 
 

Figure 1: (a) Location of the Krycklan Catchment Study on the map of Sweden.  
(b) The Västrabäcken catchment, nested in the Svartberget Catchment, with the S-
transect marked as the red area. 
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Even though it occupies only ~ 2 % of Västrabäcken’s area (0.12 km2), 
this hillslope has been regarded as representative for the catchment. Conse-
quently, characterizing the hydrological processes (HP) there has been con-
sidered an important step for understanding the processes at the catchment 
scale. The significance of obtaining reliable results for S-transect HP extends 
beyond the field of hydrology, as this site has also been used for studying 
weathering rates (Erlandsson et al., 2016), and transport of a number of so-
lutes and carbon (e.g., Cory et al., 2007; Ledesma et al., 2016).  

The exploration of S-transect HP has been attempted both with the help of 
field observations (Nyberg et al., 2001) and modelling (Ameli et al., 2016). 
As a result, the hillslope characteristics have been described in great detail; 
some with high certainty level, and some with a considerable amount of 
assumptions and uncertainty. 

The soil texture and topography are considered to be well-known. The 
subsurface consists of well-developed podzols in the upslope part of the 
hillslope, and organic-rich histosols in the riparian zone (extending up to 
approximately 8 m from the stream on average in the vicinity of the S-
transect), overlying glacial till deposits (Cory et al., 2007). Gneiss bedrock is 
located at ~10 – 15 m below the soil surface. The surface topography is gen-
tle, ~ 5 %.  

The porosity at this site is known from soil cores, collected from selected 
points along the hillslope (Bishop 1991; Nyberg et al., 2001). The different 
profiles were within similar measurement ranges (Paper I), and were consid-
ered to be representative of the hillslope. The values ranged between 50 and 
80 % in the riparian zone, and between 30 and 50 % upslope (Figure 2). The 
deepest soil core was collected at 1.2 m below soil surface, and extrapolation 
beyond that depth must be applied with care. 

The same soil cores were used for deriving van Genuchten parameters (a, 
n) and soil water retention curves for the riparian and upslope soils (Figure 
3). The air entry value (a) was 0.6 and 0.2 m, while the pore size distribution 
index (n) was 1.43 and 1.89 for the riparian and upslope soils respectively. 
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Figure 2: Porosity profiles. Filled circles and squares: measurements taken at the S-
transect (Nyberg, 2001); open circles: measurements taken at the neighboring 
Kallkällbäcken catchment (Bishop, 1991). (Modified after Paper I) 

 
Figure 3: Effective saturation (Se) vs. matric potential (ψ). Black circles: riparian 
histosol, maximum 10 m from the stream. Grey circles: upslope podsol, 22 m from 
the stream. Solid and dashed lines represent the best fit for the two types of soils 
(equation 1) and their prediction intervals respectively. The size of circles is an indi-
cator of sample collection depth (large circles for deeper samples). (Modified after 
Paper II) 
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One fundamental parameter that is not known with certainty at the rele-
vant (i.e. hillslope) scale at this study site, is the saturated hydraulic conduc-
tivity ( ). Different methods have been used for  estimation. Field meas-
urements suggest an exponential  decrease (Bishop 1991). These are 
though taken at small scale, and are also method-dependent; this makes it 
difficult to reliably extrapolate the  profile at the hillslope scale.  

The indirect approach using the discharge – water table depth relationship 
( ) applies on larger scales (Bishop 1991;  Grabs et al., 2012), 
but requires certain assumptions in order to be valid. First, specific discharge 
measured at the catchment outlet must be representing the hillslope’s specif-
ic discharge too; second, the  function must be monotonous, allow-
ing for no hysteresis. Furthermore, the method is informative only for the 
depths where water table fluctuates. The first assumption has not been veri-
fied for the study site (although this is considered to be a representative 
hillslope), and the second has been proven to be a weak assumption farther 
upslope (Seibert et al., 2003).  

Finally, pedo-transfer functions have been employed to derive . The 
drawback with this method is that it needs detailed soil texture information, 
and also simulated profiles deviate from measurements at local scales 
(Zanchi et al., 2016).  

Summarizing, although it is known that  decreases abruptly with depth 
(exponential decrease commonly accepted), its profile is not definitively 
quantified. According to the various methods mentioned above,  at the soil 
surface ranged between 2 and 670 m∙d-1, while the term for exponential de-
crease ranged between -15.0 and -1.4 m-1.    

Another basic characteristic that is not well-known is the active flow 
depth (AFD). This depth defines the bottom boundary of the groundwater 
that flows through the hillslope and exits at the hillslope – stream interface 
(Paper I). One could say that AFD defines the local groundwater flow sys-
tem. An experimental method to map the groundwater flow direction profile, 
as well as its variation in time, is to install a grid of piezometer nests and 
map the water table plane gradient as well as the total energy gradients be-
neath the water table. Though, this has not been done at the study site. As an 
alternative indirect method,  profile can be used in combination with Dar-
cy’s law for AFD estimation. One disadvantage of this approach is that  is 
uncertain, as discussed in the previous paragraphs. Depending on the  
profile assumption, 80 m from the stream AFD varied between 2.2 and 5.1 m 
(Figure 4).  
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Figure 4: Active flow depth (for 99 % of flow) for two  profile scenarios. The 
grey vertical dashed lines show the location of the outlet and water divide. The hori-
zontal dashed arrow show the location of stream bed, and the bottom boundary of 
the hillslope (zb). The location and depth of groundwater wells are shown with thick 
grey lines. The red and yellow lines are the AFD with lim →  equal to 0 and 0.14 

∙  respectively. 

The third large-scale characteristic that is still significantly uncertain is the 
location of the water divide. The lateral boundaries of the hillslope, includ-
ing the upslope water divide, depend on the resolution of the digital eleva-
tion model (DEM) used. The hillslope length was estimated to 143 m when 
using a 5 m grid size DEM, but reduced to 80 m when using 1 m grid size.  

Regarding the hillslope characteristics at pore scale, such as effective po-
rosity, preferential flow paths and pore connectivity, only inferences can be 
made. The high sand content (82 %) of the upslope soil, and an almost com-
plete absence of clay, is an indicator that effective and total porosities are 
equal. This means that the pores are well-connected and no trapped or im-
mobile water is expected to be found in the soil profile. Although existence 
of preferential flow pathways would be naturally expected in the organic-
rich riparian soils, the small values of pore size distribution index, n, point 
towards limited number (or absence) of preferential flow paths in the form of 
very large pores/ small ‘pipes’. 
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3.2 Models 
3.2.1 Multiple Interacting Pathways model 
The idea of the Multiple Interacting Pathways (MIPs) model was first intro-
duced by Beven et al. (1989). Later it was developed and used to model hy-
drological dynamics on hillslope and catchment scales (Davies et al. 2011; 
Davies et al. 2012). It was employed to test hypotheses about flowpath struc-
ture and water exchange between slow and fast flowpaths (Davies et al., 
2013), as well as to simulate scaling effects and hysteresis (Davies & Beven 
2010; Davies & Beven 2015). 

The model was further developed for the purposes of this study. The main 
changes from the original version were made in: (a) the rules for moving 
water particles both in saturated and unsaturated zones; (b) the ET profile in 
the rooting zone; (c) the shape of the saturated hydraulic conductivity func-
tion; and (d) the probability for the water particles to preferentially exchange 
or retain their velocities, with the help of Transition Probability Matrix 
(TPM). The full Matlab script of MIPs can be found in Appendix A, while 
the TPM concept is described below. 

At each time step a new velocity is randomly selected from a velocity dis-
tribution that applies at the particular location of the particle. Conceptually, 
the velocity exchange can be associated with water particles encountering 
slow or fast flowpaths (e.g. different size pores). The fast exchange then 
would correspond to a scenario where the flowpaths are short, and there is 
small spatial correlation between the pore sizes. On the other hand, if the 
water particles would tend to retain their velocities, it would indicate a flow 
structure with high spatial correlation (possibly correlated with soil structure 
also with high spatial correlation). The different spatial correlation scenarios 
can be formulated by selectively allowing particles to exchange or keep their 
velocities, which is done by introducing the transition probability matrix 
(TPM).  

One approach is to split the particles in velocity classes; in this case the 
elements of TPM will determine the probability to switch from one to anoth-
er velocity class (table 1). The constraint to construct this matrix is that all 
the rows and vectors should add up to 1, meaning that a particle will defi-
nitely belong to one of the classes. Another way is to express the probability 
as a continuous function of velocity. This approach is interesting for explor-
ing more complex forms of spatial correlation of flow structure. 

Here the first approach was used with three velocity classes and in its 
simplest form: all the particles had equal probability to remain in their veloc-
ity class, and equal probability to exchange to any other velocity class.  
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Table 1: The elements of TPM represent the probability to move from one velocity 
class (rows) to another (columns). For example, the probability to move from slow 
to medium velocity class is a2, and the probability to remain in the fast velocity class 
is c3. 

To:              
From: 

Slow Medium Fast 

Slow a1 a2 a3 
Medium b1 b2 b3 
Fast c1 c2 c3 

3.2.2 Vertical Equilibrium Model 
Unsaturated soil moisture at local scales can be monitored with time-domain 
reflectometry (TDR) probes. Large numbers of probes, though, are needed in 
order to represent the vertical and lateral soil moisture variations with suffi-
cient detail at field scale. To overcome this limitation, a large number of 
models, with a wide range of complexity, have been created. 

 One of them, the Vertical Equilibrium Model (VEM), (Seibert et al., 
2011) was proposed as an average complexity model, but still able to capture 
in detail the soil moisture profiles. The model takes as input water table 
depth – a variable that can be measured relatively accurately in the field, and 
assumes zero vertical fluxes (infiltration and ET). 

A step for extending VEM was made by introducing steady state vertical 
fluxes (Paper II). The Matlab script for VEM with vertical fluxes (VEMF) 
can be found in Appendix B. 

 Both the original and new versions of VEM were applied at the study 
site. The aim was to quantify the importance of vertical flux assumptions on 
the unsaturated soil storage 

It must be noted that VEM and MIPs were parameterized in different 
ways. In VEM the  value at the soil surface and the term for exponential 
decrease were 20	 ∙  and 4.5	  respectively. These were the aver-
age values of the field measurements by Bishop (1991), in the vicinity of S-
transect.   

3.3 Virtual experiments 
As discussed in the study site description, there was no quantitative infor-
mation about the micro-scale structure of the system. Therefore three virtual 
experiments (EXPs) were set up, with different assumptions about processes 
and characteristics at this scale.  

EXPs were expected to be informative in two ways. First, since the model 
was already constrained with hydrometric data, isotopic composition data, 
and measured parameters, EXPs were thought to add to the system under-
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standing. The second feature EXPs were expected to provide information 
about was the sensitivity of simulations to micro-scale assumptions. 

Assumptions on pore water velocity distribution were examined in EXP1 
(more skewed distribution) and EXP2 (less skewed distribution). Here it 
must be noted that in MIPS the parameters defining the velocity distribution 
also shape the porosity profile. As a result of velocity distribution change, 
the porosity profile changed too, being steeper for EXP2 than for EXP1; 
though, the parameters were chosen so that the total pore space below the 
soil surface was the same for the two experiments.  

Assumptions on the particles’ velocity exchange probability were exam-
ined in EXP3. While in EXP1 and EXP2 the particles exchanged their veloc-
ities at every time step, in EXP3 all the particles had 90 % chance to remain 
within their velocity class. 

There was a second group of virtual experiments, which addressed the ef-
fect of input data resolution on transit time distribution. For this, three sce-
narios of precipitation resolution were tested. The resolution varied from 
daily to a constant value for the entire 20 year simulation period (Figure 5). 
Below these four scenarios are referred to as daily, monthly and long-term. 

 
Figure 5: The first 2-years of surface inputs time series for the three input resolution 
scenarios. 

Due to computation time limitations, only the lower part of the S-transect 
hillslope was modelled. For EXPs, where the simulation period was 4 years, 
an 80 m long model hillslope was simulated. For the input resolution scenar-
ios, where the simulation period was 20 years, a 40 m long hillslope was 
simulated.  
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1 Storage – Discharge relationship 
Discharge was expressed as an exponential function of water table depth 
( ) along the hillslope, but the relationship became more scat-
tered upslope. As hysteresis became more pronounced farther upslope, the 
lag between discharge and water table responses increased from 0 at S4 to 5 
days at S143. This points to the fact that the assumption of a monotonic 

 becomes less suitable upslope. Consequently, using this method 
farther from the stream also increases the uncertainty in  profile estimates. 

The dynamic storage (Sdyn), which is linked to drainable porosity and con-
trols the discharge response to storage, can be quantified by recession analy-
sis (Kirchner, 2009). Here, a limited number of days fulfilled the criteria 
(recession hydrograph, zero vertical flux) to be used for Sdyn estimation. 
Nevertheless, it was clearly shown that the magnitude of Sdyn was two orders 
of magnitude smaller than total storage (Figure 6), (Paper I). This could 
mean that some small portion of storage is quickly turned over, but the larg-
est body of storage has long residence times.  

 
Figure 6: Upper panel: Precipitation and actual evapotranspiration. Lower panel, 
left-hand y-axis: Saturated, unsaturated and total storage. Lower panel, right-hand 
y-axis: dynamic storage. Filled circles show the days that could be used to derive 
dynamic storage. (Modified after Paper I) 
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4.2 Unsaturated zone storage 
The original version of VEM, which assumes zero vertical fluxes, performed 
reasonably well at the S-transect (Paper II). The modeled UZ storage (W) 
was closer to the measured one in the riparian zone. This was because WTD 
near the stream is shallower compared to farther upslope.  

The UZ storage difference between the original and the extended VEM 
versions was minimal during the whole year, except the summer months 
with low water table and high ET rates. During this time period the soil 
depth where constant vertical flux can be sustained (Dmax) was smaller than 
WTD, and the mismatch between VEM and VEMF at S22 was greater. Nev-
ertheless, VEM was still within the uncertainty bounds of VEMF (Figure 7). 

 Figure 7: (a) Vertical fluxes (F); F<0 for infiltration, F>0 for ET. (b) Left-hand y-
axis: UZ soil storage (W) at S4 profile, 4 meters from the stream. Measured with 
TDR (WTDR), modeled with F≠0 (WF), and modelled with F=0 (W0) are shown with 
blue, red and dashed-dotted black lines respectively. (b) Right hand y-axis: water 
table depth (WTD, solid line), and greatest depth up to where constant vertical flux 
can be sustained (Dmax, dashed line). (c) Same as (b), but for S22 profile, 22 m from 
the stream. (Modified after Paper II) 
 
As mentioned above, a large number of TDR probes are needed in order to 
estimate the unsaturated zone (UZ) storage. Having an indirect method that 
needs only water table levels as input makes UZ storage estimation much 
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easier. Considering VEM performance, it can be said that at this study site 
UZ storage was not very sensitive to vertical flux assumptions. Therefore a 
more simplistic approach, with only WTD time series as input, is satisfacto-
ry, but during dry periods, the extended VEM has advantages.  

4.3 Micro-scale characteristics 
A general observation was that the differences between EXPs simulations 
were smaller than the difference between simulations and measurements 
(Paper III). This was not optimal for the purpose of system characterization; 
nevertheless, it was possible to identify one clear difference between EXPs 
results, in the water table depth – discharge relationship. The scenario with 
less skewed velocity distribution (EXP2) was the one that followed best the 
measured prediction intervals at S12 and S22 (Figure 8b, c). On the other 
hand, more skewed velocity distributions seemed to perform better for S4 
(Figure 8a).  

No measurements were available at the shallow depths where this differ-
ence was observed. Therefore, the comparison to ‘measurements’ mentioned 
above was in reality a comparison in the extrapolated section of the curve, 
whereas the measurements existed for another part of the curve. If it is ac-
cepted that these extrapolations describe the system well, the model can pre-
dict structural differences (also observed in measurements) between riparian 
and upslope soil. 

 
Figure 8: Water table depth vs discharge at S4 (a), S12, (b) and S22 (c). Black and 
colorful dots show the measured and modeled with EXPs points respectively. Black 
solid and dashed lined show the fitted exponential function to measurements, and the 
95 % prediction intervals of the fit. (Modified after Paper III) 
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Since the EXPs were targeting the velocity distribution and flowpath ex-
change, the isotopic signature of the stream water was expected to vary with 
the different micro-structure assumptions. Nevertheless, the differences be-
tween simulations were smaller than the differences between simulations and 
observations (Figure 9). This was the case for the soil water δ18O profiles as 
well. With the small degree of variation between the δ18O simulations, it was 
not possible to identify a scenario that was closer to measurements. 

 
Figure 9: Upper panel, left-hand y-axis: measured discharge; Upper panel, right-
hand y-axis: Infiltration (blue), upslope input (yellow) and evapotranspiration 
(green).  Lower panel, left-hand y-axis: simulated (EXP1=blue, EXP2=yellow, 
EXP3=red), and measured (black) δ18O in discharge. Lower panel, right-hand y-
axis: δ18O in precipitation (grey lines), and δ18O in infiltration (grey dots). The grey 
areas denote snowmelt periods. (Modified after Paper III) 

Considering the ability of EXPs to simulate the isotopic composition of 
stream water (δ18Os), an encouraging result was that δ18Os reflected the in-
put’s positive and negative peaks. One exception was the snowmelt period in 
2011, where the simulations had a positive, and the measurements a negative 
peak. It is possible that this was due to an error in the assumed magnitude 
and δ18O composition of input water. 

The simulated signal was not as dampened as the measured one. The 
range of simulated and measured δ18Os were 6.84 and 3.78 ‰ respectively. 
Potential causes for this higher variability in the simulations are discussed 
below. 
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First, the effect of model resolution was explored. In MIPs the water par-
ticles are assigned a real volume, which in EXPs was kept relatively high 
(0.2 L) due to computational limitations. For the same reason, the position, 
velocity, and chemical composition of selected particles (every 20th particle) 
was stored. To increase the resolution, EXP4 was run, which had the same 
parameters as EXP1 but with reduced particle size (0.05 L), and every 15th 
particle was stored. This reduced the δ18Os noise level; the standard deviation 
of δ18Os differential with time decreased from 0.2 ‰ for the low resolution, 
to 0.1 ‰ for the high resolution EXP1. But the δ18O range reduced only to 
6.72 ‰. Consequently, model resolution did not prove to be a significant 
cause for high variability in δ18Os. 

A second possible explanation was that the simulated system was too 
shallow. Increasing the size of saturated storage, and thus the buffering ca-
pacity, theoretically would further dampen the δ18Os signal. In EXP5 (which 
also had the same parameters as EXP1) the location of the hillslope bottom 
boundary (which is an uncertain parameter as discussed earlier) was shifted 
to the stream level (see Figure 4). This decreased δ18Os range to 6.68 ‰. The 
combined effect of higher resolution and deeper system could not reduce the 
range below 6.5 ‰. 

The unsaturated storage magnitude, and consequently its buffering ca-
pacity, was also thought to play an important role in regulating δ18Os varia-
bility. MIPs systematically underestimated UZ storage (Figure 10). For ex-
ample, the average storage simulated with EXP1 and measured with TDR at 
S22 were 134 and 278 mm respectively. This could explain how the new 
water isotopic signature in runoff and the soil was less dampened than the 
measurements suggest.  

The relationship between simulated average UZ storage and δ18Os range 
was examined. For the five cases presented above (three EXPs, deep soil 
run, and high resolution run), the average UZ storage varied between 127 
and 135 mm, and δ18Os range between 6.5 and 6.9 ‰. There was no observ-
able trend between these two parameters in this narrow window of UZ stor-
age ranges; on the other hand, the δ18Os range was more case-sensitive and 
less dependent on UZ storage. Therefore no conclusive claim could be made 
on the independence the two parameters. Consequently, limited UZ storage 
to act as a buffer was the most undisputed explanation for the high δ18Os 
range. 

Following the results above, the last virtual experiment was designed 
(EXP6), which had a more highly skewed velocity distribution than EXP1. 
As a result, the mean UZ storage increased to 168 mm and δ18Os range de-
creased to 5.60 ‰. This was an additional indicator of the importance of 
estimating well the UZ storage.   
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Figure 10: Left-hand y-axis: Unsaturated soil storage at S22, simulated with EXP1 
(blue), simulated with EXP6,  and measured with TDR (black). Right-hand y-axis: 
Precipitation (blue) and ET (green). (Modified after Paper III) 

Above it was discussed that the simulations were not sensitive to micro-scale 
characteristics, as indicated by EXP1 – EXP3. This was a site-specific result 
though and cannot be generalized over other study sites. An example is the 
tracer experiment at laboratory scale, performed on an undisturbed soil core 
of 25 m3 (Paper V). Here it was shown that drainage was inversely correlated 
with the velocity distribution skewness. Also, introducing the TPM, the per-
formance of the model improved slightly both for the discharge and the trac-
er breakthrough.   

4.4 Transit time and Turnover time 
The micro-scale structural differences did not make a great difference for the 
transit time distribution of the system. Note that here the transit time of wa-
ter particles that entered the system through the soil surface was calculated. 
There was though one fine difference in the ‘younger’ half of the curves 
(solid lines, Figure 11). The transit time distribution of discharge was slight-
ly more skewed towards older ages for EXP3 and towards young ages for 
EXP2. For example, the proportion of stream water younger than 100 days 
was 40 % for EXP1, 45 % for EXP2 and 35 % for EXP3 (Paper III). This 
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could be a consequence of particles retaining their velocities; in EXP3 slow 
particles remain slow, and reach the stream slower compared to the other 
scenarios. 

The mean transit times were 180, 153 and 162 days for EXP1, EXP2 and 
EXP3 respectively. Water age in ET was much smaller compared to stream 
water (dotted lines, Figure 11a). The mean transit time in ET was 24 days for 
EXP1 and 26 days for EXP2 and EXP3. 

The turnover time of the system, calculated as the long term average stor-
age divided by the long term average discharge, was larger, but in the same 
order of magnitude, as the mean transit time (dashed and dashed-dotted 
lines, Figure 11b). The values for these calculated turnover times were 267, 
261 ad 262 days for EXP1, EXP2 and EXP3 respectively.  

The observed turnover time, defined here as the time to replace all the wa-
ter that was in the hillslope at the beginning of the simulation, was much 
longer comparing to the calculated one. By the end of the 4 year long simu-
lation, there was still 2 % of the initial water (defined as the water that was 
in the hillslope at the beginning of the simulations) left in the hillslope for 
EXP1 and EXP2, and 3 % for EXP3. This shows that although less than a 
year is needed to replace the bulk amount of water in the hillslope, there is 
still a remaining tail, whose turnover time is of the order of years.   

 
Figure 11: (a) Transit time distribution in stream water (solid lines), and ET (dotted 
lines). (b) Fraction of initial water remaining in the hillslope (solid lines), mean 
transit time (dashed lines), and calculated turnover time (dashed-dotted lines). Blue, 
yellow and red lines show EXP1, EXP2 and EXP3 respectively. 

At this point it is appropriate to briefly discuss the travel times simulated 
with MIPs, and the ones derived from simple hydrometric data. From a sim-
ple interpretation of hydrometric observations it was found that the time to 
exit (tex) the hillslope varied between 8 hours for the water near the stream, 
up to 256 years for the water closer to the water divide (Paper I). Note that 
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tex is the time that a water particle needs to travel from wherever it is located 
to the hillslope outlet; this is different from transit time, which is the time 
elapsing between the particle entrance and exit from the hillslope. When 
active flow depth (AFD) was at the same level as the stream bed, the arith-
metic mean of time to exit was 11.7 years, and the turnover time was 4.6 
years (Paper I)  

These long travel times were thought to be material for further testing, as 
it was not possible to conclusively determine how accurate they were. The 
MIPs simulation that was closest to this hydrometric data study was EXP4 
(the deep soil scenario), as these two cases had the same AFD. One should 
keep in mind though that since the studied system lengths were different 
(143 and 80 m respectively), the two cases were not directly comparable. 

The mean transit time and calculated turnover time for the deep soil sce-
narios were 181 and 512 days respectively, which is much smaller than the 
hydrometric data suggest. On the other hand, at the end of the simulated 4 
years, 30 % of the initial water was still in the hillslope. This supports the 
findings from simple hydrometric data: that very initial water can be ex-
pected to be found in the hillslope. 

The assumption about the micro-scale structure did not change signifi-
cantly the image of stream water age. What made a greater difference though 
was the assumption made regarding the input data resolution (Paper IV). The 
MIPs scenarios with higher (daily and monthly) and lower resolution (long-
term) fluxes (precipitation, upslope input and ET) had distinctly different 
transit time distributions (Figure 12a). For example, 26 % of the stream wa-
ter was less than 20 days old in the higher resolution cases; whereas for the 
lower resolution cases less than 1 % of water was so young. This has impli-
cations for the verisimilitude of models that do not account for short term 
dynamics. 

As in the virtual experiments, the mean transit time and calculated turno-
ver time were of the same order of magnitude for all the input dynamics 
scenarios: 151 and 153 (daily), 163 and 190 (monthly), 164 and 189 (long-
term). And as before, the observed turnover time was an order of magnitude 
greater.  
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Figure 12: MIPs scenarios with differences in the input resolution. (a) Fraction of 
initial water remaining in the hillslope (solid lines), calculated turnover time 
(squares). (b) Empirical cumulative distribution function of transit time distribution 
in stream water (calculated only for water particles entering the system through the 
soil surface). Note that x-axes are on logarithmic scales. (Modified after Paper IV) 

The shape of the initial water fraction curve, which also varied for the input 
resolution scenarios, depended on two factors. The first one was the depth of 
initial water. The particles located near the shallower groundwater, where  
is also higher, will be removed faster (regardless of the precipitation scenari-
os). Therefore, during a precipitation-free period the initial water fraction 
will decline according to the water table depth decline, and on average the 
deepest particles will be the last to leave the system. This situation can be 
seen on Figure 12b, up to the first ~120 days, where the initial water was 
draining and there was no precipitation (see Figure 5 for precipitation pat-
terns).  

The second factor is the precipitation rate. During high input periods, ini-
tial water removal will be more efficient not only due to the high water table, 
but also because of the efficient mobilization of particles in the UZ. This 
case can be seen on Figure 12a, where the slopes of the daily and monthly 
curves changed abruptly when entering the snowmelt period (after ~120 
days). After about 400 days all four curves converged and then declined at 
the same rate; this was an indicator that most of the remaining initial water 
was below the long-term water table depth.    
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5. Concluding remarks 

When used separately, both field measurements and models have limitations, 
especially when the studied system is at a larger scale. The two methods 
complement each other though, and can significantly narrow down the un-
certainty of system characteristics when used together.  

From the field observations, and a limited set of assumptions, one could 
derive large scale characteristics, such as hydraulic conductivity profile, 
which otherwise are challenging to extrapolate from local scale measure-
ments. From these hydrometric measurements we also learned that a small 
portion of the total storage is responsible for the greater part of the hydro-
graph dynamics. This hints to the existence of a large mass of water in the 
system that is turned over relatively slowly.  

Moving to the micro-scale system characteristics, the large scale hydro-
metric data were no longer informative. To explore the system’s microstruc-
ture, which has not been modeled in the past, the MIPs model was em-
ployed. 

Calibrating the model to multiple variables (discharge and water table 
depth), and keeping the model parameters within measurement limits was a 
way to ensure that the model system was closer to the real one. There was a 
limitation to this approach too, though. There were a finite number of meas-
ured variables that could be used for model calibration, while not all the 
model parameters were measured or measurable in the field. When reaching 
the point where all available field measurements have been utilized, but 
there are still uncertain model characteristics, it’s useful to employ virtual 
experiments (EXPs). 

The EXPs were expected to save the day, and reveal the system’s micro-
scale characteristics. It must be noted that unlike a typical sensitivity analy-
sis with multiple runs, a very limited number of EXPs was tested here. This 
did not decrease the value of EXPs though, as the assumptions made in each 
EXP were near the limits of possible variation. Consider for example the 
velocity exchange probability; in EXP1 this was 100%, while in EXP3 only 
10 %; or the minimum pore water velocity in EXP1 (10 	 ⋅ ), which 
means that very slow water was allowed in the system. 

Even though ‘extreme’ case scenarios were considered, the simulated re-
sults did not turn out be sensitive to the microstructure assumptions tested 
here; e.g. there was no systematic change in the isotopic signature of stream 
and soil water with different EXPs. 
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Therefore, there is the need to consider more virtual experiments; these 
could test assumptions about values and functions expressing other parame-
ters (e.g. ), and about the model structure (e.g. the representation of UZ). 
Since MIPs is a flexible model, multiple structural settings can easily be 
implemented and tested.  

Comparing the simulated and measured δ18O in stream and soil water, it 
was found that the variation range of the simulated was higher than the ob-
served. The most plausible explanation for this, which was supported from 
EXPs, was that MIPs underestimated the UZ storage.  

The transit time distribution (TTD) and turnover time were not sensitive 
to micro-scale assumptions either. For the model hillslope of 80 m length 
and 0.4 – 2.2 m depth, the mean transit time varied around 200 days, and the 
calculated turnover time around 260 days.  

What made a notable difference for these two parameters though was the 
input data resolution. Considering this, and the large portion of water that is 
removed by evapotranspiration (ET) at this study site (~ 50 %), it would be 
interesting to design further virtual experiments to test ET spatial and tem-
poral patterns. For example, it would be possible to incorporate the more 
realistic diurnal ET cycle, and a more detailed root network in MIPs, and 
quantify the resulting water ages both in steam water and in ET. 

The advantage of using MIPs in this study was that the position, age and 
isotopic composition of all water could be traced. Also, no assumptions 
needed to be made regarding the TTD function; both TTD and turnover time 
could be directly derived from observing the water particles in the system. 
Of course there were other assumptions (e.g. assumed function for pore wa-
ter velocity distribution), but all these assumptions could be tested and re-
formulated. Therefore, the flexible structure of the model allows for epistem-
ic uncertainties to be addressed too. 

To conclude, when the goal of a study is to understand the system charac-
teristics, having field observations is most crucial. These can be useful up to 
a certain extent though, after which models (again constrained with field 
observations) are needed in order to explore the unmeasurable system char-
acteristics.  
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6. Sammafattning på svenska 

Fältmätningar och modeller används som verktyg för att bättre förstå hydro-
logiska processer och ämnestransport i hydrologiska system. Modeller har 
främst använts för prediktiva ändamål: givet ett väldefinierat hydrologiskt 
system med avseende på parametrar som kontrollerar vattnets rörelse och 
ämnestransport kan hydrologisk dynamik och/eller spårämnestransport mo-
delleras med hög säkerhet. Dock är det en utmaning att definiera ett hydro-
logiskt system. Detta blir tydligt när modelleringsresultat av vattenflöde inte 
sammanfaller med förutsägelse av ett spårämnes genombrottskurvor (eller 
tvärtom), när uppmätta parametervärden inte överensstämmer med de som 
används i modellen och/eller om modellens prestation under valideringspe-
rioden är signifikant lägre än under kalibreringsperioden. Med andra ord, en 
hög predikativ förmåga hos en modell innebär inte nödvändigtvis en korrekt 
behandling av de fysiska processer som kontrollerar vattnets rörelse och/eller 
ämnestransport.  

Osäkerhet i modellstrukturen kan uttryckas i både makro- och mikroskala. 
Några exempel på osäkerhet i makroskala är tidsberoende randvillkor i sy-
stemet (sluttningslängd, laterala randvillkor, och aktivt flödesdjup), hydrau-
lisk konduktivitet och porositet. Även om dessa kan bestämmas har de stora 
felmarginaler. Däremot finns det egenskaper hos en sluttning i mikroskalan 
som inte alls kan bestämmas i storleksordning, t.ex. variabilitet i porstorleks-
fördelningar och/eller graden av hydraulisk kontakt mellan porer. Egenskap-
er i mikroskalan kan indirekt bestämmas genom modellering och hypotes-
testning. Med hjälp av virtuella experiment kan antaganden om alla system-
egenskaper som inte kan bestämmas genom mätningar i relevant skala ut-
forskas. Det har föreslagits att virtuella experiment är lämpligare än 
modellkalibrering om målet med modelleringen är förståelse och karakteri-
sering av det hydrologiska systemet. Användandet av flera begränsande vill-
kor i modellen (t.ex. hydrometrisk data och/eller isotopdata) kan dessutom 
förbättra modellens representation av de verkliga fysiska processerna i sy-
stemet. 

Denna avhandling består av fyra till synes olika delar, men alla syftar till 
att ge en ökad förståelse för ett hydrologiskt system av en sluttnings stor-
leksordning. Samtliga delstudier är utförda på S-transekten i Västrabäckens 
avrinningsområde i Svartbergets försökspark, Vindeln (64o14´ N, 19o46´ E). 
Sluttningen ligger i ett typiskt borealt landskap, med mild topografi och 
mäktiga jordlager. Sluttningen har tidigare studerats utförligt med hjälp av 
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både fältmätningar och modellering. Dock återstår några fundamentala frå-
gor vilka denna avhandling ämnar besvara. De specifika målen var att: 

1) Utveckla modellen Multiple Interacting Pathways (MIPs) för S-
transekten i Västrabäckens avrinningsområde. 

2) Förbättra förståelsen för hur hydraulisk konduktivitet, porositet, vatten-
retention,  porvattenhastigheter och den rumsliga korrelationen mellan egen-
skaper i porskalan varierar i en sluttningsskala.  

3) Utöka förståelsen för hydrologiska processer såsom lagringsdynamik 
och relationen mellan lagring och avrinning. 

3) Kvantifiera transittid och omsättningstid för systemet. Fördelarna med 
att använda MIPs för detta ändamål är att inga antaganden behöver göras 
angående  transittidsfördelningen, samt att allt vatten (oavsett hur gammalt 
det är) kan spåras i systemet. 

4) Utforska hur känsliga de simulerade resultaten är för antaganden om 
sluttningsegenskaper och indata. För detta utformades virtuella experiment 
med MIPs. 

Avhandlingens huvudsakliga slutsatser summeras nedan. 
Även om det finns sofistikerade modeller tillgängliga för att beskriva 

hydrologiska processer visade sig enkla hydrometriska observationer vara 
tillräckliga för att skapa en rimlig bild av systemet. Från dessa observationer 
kunde egenskaper i makroskala härledas, såsom en sluttnings hydrauliska 
konduktivitetsprofil vilken annars är svår att extrapolera från mätningar 
gjorda i lokal skala. Från dessa hydrometriska mätningar kunde det också ses 
att endast en mindre del av det totala vattenlagret är ansvarig för huvuddelen 
av den hydrologiska dynamiken. Det betyder att det finns en stor volym vat-
ten som har en relativt lång omsättningstid i systemet.    

Relationen mellan mättad lagring och avrinning kunde beskrivas med 
hjälp av en exponentiell funktion längs hela sluttningen. Parametrarna i den 
exponentiella funktionen varierade dock längs sluttningen på så sätt att den 
hydrauliska konduktivitetsprofilen var brantare nära bäcken jämfört med 
längre bort. 

Vattnets lagring i den omättade zonen kvantifierades med hjälp av mo-
dellen Vertical Equilibrium Model (VEM). Det konstaterades att djupet till 
grundvattenytan var en bra indikator för att uppskatta den omättade vatten-
lagringen. Lagringen visade större känslighet för djupet till grundvattenytan 
än för nederbördsmängd och evapotranspiration vilket var ett positivt resultat 
eftersom det är lättare att mäta grundvattennivåer än vertikala flöden. Säker-
heten hos de modellerade värdena blir dessutom större för en enklare modell 
som kan lösas analytiskt och inte kräver vertikala flöden som indata, vilka 
har hög osäkerhet.  

Storskaliga hydrometriska observationer var inte informativa för syste-
mets egenskaper i mikroskala. För att behandla detta problem gjordes flera 
virtuella experiment med MIPs.  Som begränsande villkor för modellen an-
vändes hydrometrisk data (avrinning och grundvattennivå), isotopdata (δ18O 
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i avrinning och grundvatten) och parametervärden som har bestämts i fält 
(hydraulisk konduktivitet och porositet). 

Ingen systematisk skillnad observerades i simuleringarna under de olika 
virtuella experimenten. Detta innebar att det inte fanns något sätt att välja det 
scenario i mikroskala som bäst representerade det "riktiga" systemet. Anta-
ganden om flödesdynamiken var dock viktiga för omsättningstid och ålder 
för vatten i vattendrag. Dessa två parametrar var inte känsliga för mikroska-
lans antaganden och de var omkring 200 dagar (medeltransittid) och 260 
dagar (omsättningstid) för den modellerade sluttningen vars antagna längd 
och djupintervall var 80 m respektive 0,4 – 2,2 m.  

Omsättningstiden, som är en viktig systemegenskap, var beroende av me-
toden som användes för att uppskatta den. Den observerade omsättningstiden 
var en storleksordning större än det beräknade värdet som nämndes ovan, 
men den var närmare värdet som erhölls från enkla hydrometriska mätning-
ar. 

Huvudmålet i denna avhandling var inte att nå perfekta simuleringar, men 
det krävdes att resultaten var inom mätgränserna. Som nämnts ovan var detta 
kriterier för att bedöma om systemet representeras på ett mer realistiskt sätt i 
modellen. Detta arbete visade hur virtuella experiment kan användas för att 
öka kunskapen om systemegenskaper som inte kan mätas. Det visade också 
att både enklare och mer komplexa metoder kan vara användbara för att öka 
kunskapen om ett specifikt system. 
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taught me to say “you’re welcome”. I love your dance-like-there-is-no-
tomorrow style.  

The one with the most innocent heart and loud laugh (please keep it at 
that level!!), for showing me how kind and considerate one can be.  

To the one that always has time to take care of others (I figured you must 
have some super-power of stretching the time-space); I learned that ‘I have 
too much work to do’ is not a good excuse to omit doing out-of-work-stuff.  

To the other half of my bear-soul; every moment spent together is pre-
cious, and lOOk, life is beaUtiful!    
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To the extremely kind and quiet one, who never shows anger; for the 
meals over which we shared all our tearful life stories. Without your compa-
ny and support it wouldn’t be possible for me to stay in Uppsala. Your 
sneezing x 5 is my all times favorite!  

To the one whose secret talent is to draw; you are an enthusiasm-
dynamite, and please keep being one! It keeps amazing me how many things 
you can achieve during only 5 years (I mean, just look at all the knitting 
projects that you’ve completed!). 

To the one that doesn’t take research personally. You have never betrayed 
the image of ‘the true scientist’ that I have in my mind. I think everyone 
agrees that there is no post-you era, you’ll stay in History just like Newton et 
al.   

To the ones that taught me to be grateful, kind, considerate and trusting. 
To all the well organized and super productive ones, you’ve always been a 
great inspiration and motivation to continue. To the ones that were true to 
their dreams and desires, and didn’t follow the lines that someone else has 
painted on the vast fields of life; you made me realize that I have the right to 
pursue whichever end I wish. To the professional eaters; thank you, oh thank 
you so much for sharing the passion for quality and quantity! 

I would like to express my gratitude to H.Y. Badger, and the people that 
were around when she joined the scientific community. These are the mo-
ments that make research so fun.   

Finally, the words are not enough to express my gratitude to my family, 
but let me try anyway  My dear sister, who believes in me so much and 
whom I dread to disappoint. My little Stefanos, who is the sun that shines in 
our hearts. My dear mom, who is a pillar of support, and who never lets me 
forget who I am. My dear father, who is the greatest scientist I have ever 
met, and who is the inspiration for what I do.   
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Appendix A: MIPs Matlab code 

A1. MIPs main code 
 
%% MIPs_Strans_NiAm.m 
 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----% 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----% 
% MIPs S-transect 2D 
% Jessica Davies, 11/01/2012 
% Nino Amvrosiadi, 01/09/2017 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----% 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----% 
  
clear all 
  
%% DEFINE INPUTS 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Real input 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% Hydrometric data 
load data_BOUNDARIES_02102008_05032015 
  
% the d18O input dataset is for 2002.09.19 -- 2012.12.31 
load O18_input 
  
% the d18O output dataset is for 2 samples/month, 
% and 2011.11.28--2013.26.03 
load O18_output 
  
% corrected inputs for meltwater 
load O18_input_snowCorreced 
  
% soil water d18O 
load O18_soil_meas_S4 
load O18_soil_meas_S12 
load O18_soil_meas_S22 
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Outmm=q2_meas_lower_upper(:,2); 
  
OutLs=Outmm*0.001*120000*1000/(60*60*24); 
  
OutDate=InDate; 
  
% select dates 
StartDate=datenum(2008,10,02); 
EndDate=datenum(2012,12,31); 
  
  
% Actual ET 
inputseqET=AET_lower_upper(InDate>=StartDate & InDate<=EndDate,2); 
%mm/day 
  
% Liquid water at the surface, with HBV's snow model 
inputseq = liquid_at_surface(InDate>=StartDate & InDate<=EndDate); 
  
% No. of input days 
ntsteps = length(inputseq); 
  
  
% d18O of upslope input= mean of precipitation, corrected for ET 
% fractionation 
inputseqO18_upslope=mean(O18_input(~isnan(O18_input(:,3)),3))+1; 
  
  
% Initial flux conditions 
UZInitFlux =Outmm(InDate==StartDate);   % mm/day 
initflux=UZInitFlux; 
  
%% DEFINE PARAMETERS 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Discretisation parameters 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
dtsteps = 24;   % No. of time steps per day 
dx = 1;         % Spatial step length, m 
pmass = 0.5;    % Particle size, litres 
dt = 1/dtsteps; % Length of time step 
  
riparian_width=8; % riparian zone width 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Slope Parameters 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% surface elevation dataset 
load prof_md 
  
%  if 1m resolution DEM is used, meaured length=80m 
% if 5m resolution DEM is usedm measured_length=143m 
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measured_length=85; 
  
% slope length 
% make sure to have the same number in Ks.f 
slength = 80;  %  m 
  
% number of length segments 
nlength = slength/dx; 
  
% Hydraulic parameters 
Ko_min=185; 
Ko_org=600; 
f_min=-6; 
f_org=-12.61; 
b=60; 
vo=10^-8; 
Ko=Ko_min; 
   
% Kb=lim(Ks) for z--->0 
Kb=0; % m/day 
  
% rooting depth 
droot = 0.3;   % m 
  
% Overland flow velocity multiplier. 
VM=1; % m/day 
  
% field capacity= saturation (%), retained by gravity 
fc=0.5; 
% Whilting point= saturation (%) 
fc_ET=0.03; 
  
% Store slope parameters for use in functions 
slopeparam=[Ko f_min f_org Kb vo b droot VM fc]; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Geometry 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% load width from DEM 
load width 
  
% Distance along slope at dx intervals 
xdistance = (dx:dx:slength); 
  
% width of model hillslope 
xwidth=ones(1,nlength); 
  
% define top elevation 
top_elevation=interp1([1,measured_length],... 
    [top_elevation(1),top_elevation(end)],(1:measured_length)); 
% pick the last (out of 143) 80 m 
top_elevation=top_elevation(measured_length-nlength+1:end); 
  
% Call active depth vector 
load active_depth_polyn2 
   
% define bottom elevation 
% EITHER...from acttive depth assumption 
bottom_elevation=flipud(prof_md(1:measured_length,2)-... 
    active_depth_polyn2(1:measured_length))'; 
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% pick the last 80 m (out of 143) 
bottom_elevation=bottom_elevation(measured_length-nlength+1:end); 
% ...OR...stream bed depth assumption 
% % % bottom_elevation=zeros(1,nlength); 
  
% correct bottom elevation AND top elevation, if the bottom elevation 
ends 
% up to be smaller than zero somewhere, shift the soil upwards so that 
% min(bottom_elevation=0). 
if abs(sum(bottom_elevation<0))>0 
    bottom_elevation=bottom_elevation+abs(min(bottom_elevation)); 
    top_elevation=top_elevation+abs(min(bottom_elevation)); 
end 
  
% active soil depth 
% should be a row! 
xdepth=(top_elevation-bottom_elevation); 
  
% total slope (never used actually) 
slope =(top_elevation(1)-top_elevation(end))/nlength; 
  
% initialize Water table depth every dx 
water_table_depth = zeros(nlength,1); 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Porosity check 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Check if theta<= at the surface 
if theta(0,0,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)>=1 ||... 
        theta(0,0,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)>=1 
    disp('ERROR! modify slope parameters that porosity less than 1'); 
    return 
else 
    % Porosity at the surface 
    S0 = theta(0,1:nlength,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
end 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% porosity matrix 
% space matrix 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
porosity_matrix; 
x_y_space; 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Areas 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% Hillslope area 
Area_Slope=sum(xwidth);    % m^2 
% Uppslope area, proportioed according to the assumption of xwidth 
Area_Upslope=mean(width(slength+1:measured_length))*... 
    (measured_length-slength)/... 
    mean(width(1:slength));  % m^2 
  
% Store simulation inputs for later reference 
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InfoStore.SimInput.SimParam = [dtsteps pmass dx]; 
InfoStore.SimInput.InputSeq = inputseq; 
InfoStore.SimInput.InputInitFlux = initflux(1); 
InfoStore.SimInput.UZInitFlux = initflux; 
InfoStore.SlopeParam.Geometries = [xdistance; xwidth; xdepth]; 
InfoStore.SlopeParam.SlopeParam = slopeparam; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%% SET TRANSITION PROBABIITY MATRIX PARAMETERS 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% Transtion probability between velocity classes, defined in a TPM 
% !!!! Make sure that all the rows and columns add up to 1 !!! 
  
% set probabilities to end up in a class: 
% starting from (rows) slow, medium, fast.. 
% and ending to (columns) slow, medium, fast 
TPM=[0.8,0.1,0.1;... 
    0.1,0.8,0.1;... 
    0.1,0.1,0.8]; 
  
% set quantiles for slow, medium, and fast velocities 
qnt=[0.33,0.67]; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%% INPUTS 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% surface input per time step 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% number of particles per day PER INCREMENT 
% use round to avoid consistent flooring error 
% (this explaines about 11mm or input error) 
input_surf_part=round(inputseq*0.001*dx*xwidth(1)*1000/pmass); 
  
% number of particles per time step PER INCREMENT 
% IF spatially uniform precipitation 
surf_part_nt=zeros(dtsteps*length(inputseq),1); 
for t=1:ntsteps % for each day 
     
    i=1; 
    in=fix(input_surf_part(t)/2); 
    pnt=zeros(dtsteps,1); 
    while i<=dtsteps 
        pnt(i,1)=in; 
        in=fix(in/2); 
        i=i+1; 
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    end 
    dfr=input_surf_part(t)-sum(pnt); 
    pnt(sum(pnt>0)+1:sum(pnt>0)+dfr)=1; 
     
    surf_part_nt(1+dtsteps*t-dtsteps:dtsteps*t)=pnt; 
     
end 
  
  
% input in mm per time step 
inputseq_nt=(surf_part_nt*pmass*0.001/(dx*xwidth(1)))*1000; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Upslope input per time step 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% Create input seqeuences for upslope inputs using linear storage mod-
el 
tau_ups = dt*2;  % higher multiplication factor==damped hydrographs 
input_rate_ups0 = UZInitFlux*0.001*Area_Upslope*1000/pmass; % 
part/day; 
input_upsl_part = zeros(ntsteps,1); 
  
% net flux 
netFlux=inputseq-inputseqET; % mm 
% set negative flux to zero, so that the water doesn't move upslope 
netFlux(netFlux<0)=0; 
  
scaled_input_ups=netFlux*0.001*Area_Upslope*1000/pmass; % part/day 
for day=1:ntsteps 
    if day==1 
        input_upsl_part(day) = (1-(dt/tau_ups))*input_rate_ups0+... 
            (dt/tau_ups)*scaled_input_ups(day); 
         
    else 
        input_upsl_part(day) = (1-(dt/tau_ups))*input_upsl_part(day-1) 
+... 
            (dt/tau_ups)*scaled_input_ups(day); 
    end 
end 
input_upsl_part=round(input_upsl_part); 
clear netFlux input_rate_ups0 
  
  
for t=1:ntsteps % for each day 
     
    i=1; 
    in=fix(input_upsl_part(t)/2); 
    pnt=zeros(dtsteps,1); 
    while i<=dtsteps 
        pnt(i,1)=in; 
        in=fix(in/2); 
        i=i+1; 
    end 
    dfr=input_upsl_part(t)-sum(pnt); 
    pnt(sum(pnt>0)+1:sum(pnt>0)+dfr)=1; 
     
    upsl_part_nt(1+dtsteps*t-dtsteps:dtsteps*t)=pnt; 
     
end 
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% upslope input in mm per time step 
upsl_nt_mm=(upsl_part_nt*pmass*0.001/((length(prof_md)-slength)*... 
    xwidth(1)))*1000; 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%% INITIALIZE PARTICLE ARRAYS 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% maximum no. of particles (+100 just in case) 
npmax = round(sum(saturation_particles(1,:))+... 
    sum(upsl_part_nt)+sum(surf_part_nt)*nlength+... 
    100); 
  
  
x = zeros(npmax,1);     % initialise x particle position vector 
y = zeros(npmax,1);     % initialise y particle position vector 
z = zeros(npmax,1);     % initialise z particle position vector 
v = zeros(npmax,1);     % initialise particle velocity vector 
  
  
% Set up residence time and flow path index arrays for each particle 
index = zeros(npmax,1);     %   Particle Index definitions 
%       1   vertical UZ flow 
%       2   downslope saturated flow 
%       3   exited from slope 
  
time = zeros(npmax,1);      %   Time label definitions 
%       -1  old water storage (i.e. at the beginning of simulation) 
%       t   time of entry 
  
source = zeros(npmax,1);    %   Source index definitions 
%       -1   old water  (i.e. at the beginning of simulation) 
%       1   surface additions 
%       2   upslope inputs 
%       3   lateral inputs 
%       4   tracer particles 
%       5   lost in rounding, and then added again 
  
flowtype = zeros(npmax,1);  %  Flow index definitions 
%       1   Subsurface flow 
%       2   Overland flow 
  
% Initialize O18 indexing 
O18=zeros(npmax,1); 
  
%% Initialise storage vectors 
% Initialise count of particles 
  
% count vector of old particles 
oldcount=zeros(ntsteps,1); 
% count vector for new particles 
newcount=zeros(ntsteps,1);  
  
%% Initialise stores of outputs 
  
InfoStore.DailyExited.Old=zeros(1,ntsteps); 
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InfoStore.DailyExited.New=zeros(1,ntsteps); 
InfoStore.DailyExited.Total=zeros(1,ntsteps); 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%% INITIALISE PARTICLES IN SATURATED ZONE 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% ... Initialize water table 
% as if the system was in steady state, with q=q(1) 
initialize_water_table 
  
  
%... Fill water table with particles 
fill_wt_with_particles 
  
% Save water table depth and number of initial particles in info store 
InfoStore.WaterTableDepth.Init=water_table_depth; 
InfoStore.InitialParticles.Sat=ncount; 
  
% ... index saturatied paricles 
O18(1:ncount)=inputseqO18_upslope; 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%% INITIALISE PARTICLES IN UNSATURATED ZONE 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
%... Fill unsaturated zone with particles 
fill_uz_with_particles 
  
  
%... label pre-existing particles in UZ 
O18(ncount1+1:ncount) =inputseqO18_upslope; 
  
%... Save water table depth and number of initial particles in info 
store 
InfoStore.InitialParticles.UZ=ncount-ncount1; 
InfoStore.InitialParticles.Sum=ncount; 
   
  
%% MAIN SIMULATION 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
for nt=1:dtsteps*ntsteps  % for each time step 
     
     
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
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    %% MOVE EXISTING PARTICLES 
     
     
    % Move saturated and unsaturated particles 
    move_particles 
     
     
    %% EXCHANGE ISOTOPIC SIGNATURE OF SLOW PARTICLES 
    % !optional! 
    %       exchange_chemistry 
     
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
    %% ADD PARTICLES 
     
    %  Add surface particles 
    add_surface_particles 
     
     
    % Add upslope particles 
    add_upslope_particles 
     
     
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
    %% PARTICLES FOR ET 
     
    % Evapotranspirate particles (AET from HBV) 
    evapotranspiration 
     
     
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
    %% UPDATE PARTICLES AND WATER TABLE 
     
    update_particles_and_waterTable 
     
     
    %-----------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
    %% STORE AND PLOT 
     
     
    %----- Store some position, velocity, entrance time and d18O 
    % The day that the particles leave the hillslope, is the number of 
    % column when x>slength 
     
    dp=20;  % collect every dp-th particle! 
    if rem(nt,dtsteps)==0 
         
        ParticleTracking_xTrack(:,ceil(nt/dtsteps))=x(1:dp:npmax); % m 
        ParticleTracking_yTrack(:,ceil(nt/dtsteps))=y(1:dp:npmax); % m 
        ParticleTracking_vTrack(:,ceil(nt/dtsteps))=v(1:dp:npmax); % 
m/day 
        ParticleTracking_TinTrack(:,1)=time(1:dp:npmax)/dtsteps;   % 
days 
        ParticleTracking_O18Track(:,ceil(nt/dtsteps))=O18(1:dp:npmax); 
         
    end 
     
     
    % --- Store number of exited particles and their tracer signature 
    if rem(nt,dtsteps)~=0 
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        exited_old(rem(nt,dtsteps))=oldexit; 
        exited_new(rem(nt,dtsteps))=newexit; 
        exited_total(rem(nt,dtsteps))=newexit+oldexit; 
         
        if ~isempty(pexit) 
            % Get the average O18 content of the exited particles. 
            O18_exit(1:length(pexit),rem(nt,dtsteps))=O18(pexit); 
        end 
         
    else 
        exited_old(dtsteps)=oldexit; 
        exited_new(dtsteps)=newexit; 
        exited_total(dtsteps)=newexit+oldexit; 
         
        if ~isempty(pexit) 
            % Get the average O18  content of the exited particles. 
            O18_exit(1:length(pexit),dtsteps)=O18(pexit); 
             
        end 
    end 
     
    % at the end of the day calculate the mean tracer composition of 
all 
    % the particles that have exited... 
    if rem(nt,dtsteps)==0 
        O18_exit=reshape(O18_exit,length(O18_exit(:,1))*... 
            length(O18_exit(1,:)),1); 
        O18_exit=mean(O18_exit(O18_exit~=0)); 
         
        % ...and store it 
        ParticleTracking_meanO18exited(nt/dtsteps)=O18_exit; 
    end 
     
     
     
    %--- Store daily Storage, Discharge, and water table 
    if rem(nt,dtsteps)==0 
         
        InfoStore.DailyExited.Old(nt/dtsteps) = sum(exited_old); 
        InfoStore.DailyExited.New(nt/dtsteps) = sum(exited_new); 
        InfoStore.DailyExited.Total(nt/dtsteps) = sum(exited_total); 
         
        InfoStore.Storage.Lateral(nt/dtsteps,:) = latcount; 
        InfoStore.Storage.Vertical(nt/dtsteps,:) = vertcount; 
        InfoStore.Storage.Total(nt/dtsteps,:) = latcount+... 
            reshape(vertcount,nlength,1); 
         
        InfoS-
tore.WaterTableDepth.Profile(nt/dtsteps,:)=water_table_depth; 
         
    end 
     
     
    % Plot time series 
    if rem(nt,dtsteps)==0 
         
        figure(1) 
         
        subplot(211) 
        % surface input, particles/day 
        bar(StartDate:EndDate,slength*input_surf_part,... 
            'FaceColor','none',... 
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            'EdgeColor',[0 0.4470 0.74117]) 
        hold on 
        % upslope input, particles/day 
        bar(StartDate:EndDate,input_upsl_part,... 
            'FaceColor','none',... 
            'EdgeColor',[0.9294 0.6941 0.1254]) 
        bar(StartDate:EndDate,-
inputseqET*0.001*Area_Slope*1000/pmass,... 
            'FaceColor','none',... 
            'EdgeColor',[0.4666 0.67450 0.1882]) 
        set(gca,'ydir','reverse'); 
        xlim([StartDate EndDate]) 
        title('Input') 
        datetick 
        ylabel('Particles') 
        legend({'Surface','Upslope','ET'}); 
        set(legend,'Orientation','horizontal',... 
            'Location','southeast','EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
        hold off 
         
         
        subplot(212) 
        % discharge, particles/day 
        To-
talplot=plot(StartDate:EndDate,InfoStore.DailyExited.Total,'b'); 
        hold on 
        Oldplot=plot(StartDate:EndDate,InfoStore.DailyExited.Old,'g'); 
        Newplot=plot(StartDate:EndDate,InfoStore.DailyExited.New,'r'); 
        plot(StartDate:EndDate,... 
            Outmm(OutDate>=StartDate & OutDate<=EndDate)*... 
            0.001*(Area_Slope+Area_Upslope)*1000/pmass,'k') 
        plot(StartDate:EndDate,... 
            q2_HBV_lower_upper(OutDate>=StartDate & Out-
Date<=EndDate,2)*... 
            0.001*(Area_Slope+Area_Upslope)*1000/pmass,'--k') 
         
         
        xlim([StartDate EndDate]) 
        legend({'MIPs_t_o_t_a_l','MIPs_o_l_d',... 
            'MIPs_n_e_w', 'Measuread', 'HBV'}) 
        set(legend,'Orientation','horizontal',... 
            'Location','northeast','EdgeColor',[1 1 1]); 
        title('Output') 
        ylabel ('Particles') 
        datetick 
        hold off 
         
         
        drawnow 
        pause(1) 
    end 
     
    clear xx yy tt 
     
end 
  
  
% -- Store discharge in mm, for further plots 
InfoStore.DailyExited_mm.Old = ... 
    InfoStore.DailyExited.Old*pmass/(Area_Slope+Area_Upslope); 
InfoStore.DailyExited_mm.New= .... 
    InfoStore.DailyExited.New*pmass/(Area_Slope+Area_Upslope); 
InfoStore.DailyExited_mm.Total = ... 
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    InfoStore.DailyExited.Total*pmass/(Area_Slope+Area_Upslope); 
  
  
save InfoStore InfoStore -v7.3 
save ParticleTracking_TinTrack ParticleTracking_TinTrack -v7.3 
save ParticleTracking_xTrack ParticleTracking_xTrack -v7.3 
save ParticleTracking_yTrack ParticleTracking_yTrack -v7.3 
save ParticleTracking_vTrack ParticleTracking_vTrack -v7.3 
save ParticleTracking_meanO18exited ParticleTracking_meanO18exited -
v7.3 

 

A2. Porosity matrix 
 
%% porosity_matrix.m 
 
% Define a porosity matrix to use for some purposes of porosity read-
ings, 
% instead of calculating theta every time which is very time consum-
ing. 
  
  
% Calculate the reverse cumsum of 'porosity' 
% And then calculate the space below each depth (m^3). 
% REMEMBER: each row of 'porosity' corresponds to 10^-3 m 
porosity_space=zeros(floor(max(xdepth)*1000)+1,nlength); 
for incr=1:nlength 
     
    for j=1:floor(xdepth(incr)*1000)%sum(porosity(:,incr)>0) 
        porosity_space(j,incr)=... 
            trapz((j*0.001-0.001:10^-3:xdepth(incr)),... 
            theta((j*0.001-0.001:10^-3:xdepth(incr)),... 
            incr,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb))*... 
            dx*xwidth(incr); 
    end 
     
end 
  
%   Number of particles under each depth 
for incr=1:nlength 
    saturation_particles(:,incr)=(porosity_space(:,incr)*1000/pmass); 
end 
  
saturation_particles_integer= floor(saturation_particles); 
  
  
save porosity_space porosity_space 
save saturation_particles saturation_particles 
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A3. X-y space 
 
%% x_y_space.m 
 
% Create random x-y positions for all particles,  
% accounting for porosity variability 
  
% how many particles per layer 
sat_part_per_layer=-diff(saturation_particles); 
  
% cumsum of the number of particles per layer 
cs_sat_part_per_layer=ceil(cumsum(sat_part_per_layer)); 
  
% integer number of particles per layer 
sat_part_per_layer_integer=ceil(sat_part_per_layer); 
  
% leftover particles in each increment 
% round the number, so there is no accumulated rounding error 
leftover_part=ceil(sum(sat_part_per_layer-
sat_part_per_layer_integer)); 
  
% create random positions within each layer and increment 
% where the sat_part_per_layer_integer are distributed 
for incr=1:nlength  % for all the increments 
     
    % how many layers in each increment 
    lngth=sum(sat_part_per_layer(:,incr)>0); 
     
    % for all the layers 
    for j=1:lngth 
         
        from=1+cs_sat_part_per_layer(j,incr)-
cs_sat_part_per_layer(1,incr); 
        to=cs_sat_part_per_layer(j,incr); 
         
        x_space_mtrx(from:to,incr)=... 
            rand(to-from+1,1)*dx+(xdistance(incr)-dx); 
         
        % y=(b-a)*rand+a, b=layer bottom depth, a=layer top depth 
        % here b-a=0.001m, since each increment is split in 1mm layers 
        y_space_mtrx(from:to,incr)=... 
            0.001*rand(to-from+1,1)+(j*0.001-0.001+0.00001); 
         
    end 
     
end 
  
  
% reshape the x-y-space, to turn them in one vector each 
x_space=reshape(x_space_mtrx,length(x_space_mtrx(:,1))*... 
    length(x_space_mtrx(1,:)),1); 
y_space=reshape(y_space_mtrx,length(y_space_mtrx(:,1))*... 
    length(y_space_mtrx(1,:)),1); 
  
  
% remove all the zero elements 
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x_space=x_space(y_space>0); 
y_space=y_space(y_space>0); 
  
% if in the rounding process there are still some particles lost,' 
% add them randomly anywhere 
if sum(saturation_particles(1,:))-length(x_space)>0 
     
    % how many particles were leftover again 
    lngth=round(sum(saturation_particles(1,:))-length(x_space)); 
     
    % random position along slope 
    x_space(length(x_space)+1:length(x_space)+lngth,1)=... 
        nlength*rand(lngth,1); 
     
    % random position from surface to the shallowest xdepth 
    y_space(length(y_space)+1:length(y_space)+lngth,1)=... 
        min(xdepth)*rand(lngth,1); 
end 
  
save x_space x_space 
save y_space y_space 
  
clear from to incr j 
clear lerfover_part sat_part_per_layer sat_part_per_layer_integer 
clear cs_sat_part_per_layer_integer 
clear x_space_mtrx y_space_mtrx 

A4. Initialize water table 
 
%% initialize_water_table.m 
  
load GW_depth 
load q 
  
% ... Initialise downslope flux 
% downslope flux= uz flux + upslope input  (m^3) 
downslope_flux = zeros(1,nlength); 
downslope_flux(1) = (UZInitFlux*xwidth(1)*dx)*0.001 + ... 
    UZInitFlux(1)*(length(prof_md)-slength)*xwidth(1)*0.001; % m^3 
  
% Iterate downslope flux along length 
for i=2:nlength 
    downslope_flux(i)= downslope_flux(i-1)+... 
        (UZInitFlux*xwidth(i)*dx)/1000; 
end 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% Stream depth == elevation of GW at the stream (m) 
% I'll add 20cm to the stream depth, beacuse I'm adding soil depth too 
at 
% the trench. 
ff=fittype('a*x^b'); 
fo=fitoptions(ff); % set the fit options 
fo.StartPoint=[0.01 -0.5]; % give the starting point 
a_b=coeffvalues(fit(GW_depth(:,3)+random_correction,q(:,3),ff,fo)); 
h2= (UZInitFlux/a_b(1))^(1/a_b(2)); 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
for inc=nlength:-1:1 
     
    t=1; 
    s=0;%slope(nlength); 
    h1=h2+s*dx;  % h1= entrance face, h2=exit face 
    hh=(h1+h2)/2; 
     
    % transmissivity=integral(Ks) from some depth to total depth 
    integral=trapz((top_elevation(inc)-hh:0.0001:xdepth(inc)),... 
        Ks((top_elevation(inc)-hh:0.0001:xdepth(inc)),... 
        inc,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb)); 
     
    while integral*xwidth(inc)*s < downslope_flux(inc) % Darcy's law 
         
        % the change in slope has to be very gradual!! 
        s=s+10^-3; 
         
        % wth elevation at entrance face 
        h1=h2+s*dx; 
         
        % wth elevation in midle of increment 
        hh=(h1+h2)/2; 
        % transmissivity of increment 
        integral=trapz((top_elevation(inc)-hh:0.0001:xdepth(inc)),... 
            Ks((top_elevation(inc)-hh:0.0001:xdepth(inc)),... 
            inc,Ko,f_org, f_min,Kb)); 
         
        % slope 
        SS(t)=s; 
        t=t+1; 
    end 
     
    wth(inc)=hh; 
     
    h2=h1; 
     
end 
  
water_table_depth=top_elevation-wth; 
  
clear SS 
clear h1 h2 hh s t 
clear integral inc 
clear a_b fo.StartPoint fo ff downslope_flux 

A5. Fill saturated zone with particles 
 
%% fill_wt_with_particles.m 
 
nv=[0,0]; 
for incr=1:nlength 
     
    % all particles position in this increment 
    x_incr=x_space(x_space>incr-1 & x_space<incr); 
    y_incr=y_space(x_space>incr-1 & x_space<incr); 
     
    % all saturated particles position in this increment 
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    y_sat_incr(:,1)=y_incr(y_incr>water_table_depth(incr)); 
    x_sat_incr(:,1)=x_incr(y_incr>water_table_depth(incr)); 
     
    % how many particles in each increment 
    nv(incr,1)=length(y_sat_incr); 
    nv(:,2)=cumsum(nv(:,1)); 
     
    from=1+nv(incr,2)-nv(incr,1); 
    to=nv(incr,2); 
     
    x(from:to,1)=x_sat_incr; 
    y(from:to,1)=y_sat_incr; 
     
     
    % velocity 
     v(from:to,1)=vo*exp(b.*... 
    theta(y(from:to),x(incr),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb).*... 
    rand(length(from:to),1)); 
     
    clear  y_sat_incr  x_sat_incr 
    clear  y_incr  x_incr 
    clear from to 
end 
  
% How many particles in total in the saturated zone 
ncount=nv(end,2); 
  
clear x_incr x_sat_incr y_incr y_sat_incr 
  
  
% place all the particles that are deeper than soil depth at slope 
bottom 
aa=find(y(1:ncount)>(xdepth(floor(x(1:ncount))+1))'); 
y(aa)=xdepth(floor(x(aa))+1); 
clear aa 
  
  
% Label particles in saturated zone: index of 2 
index(1:ncount) = 2; 
% Label old water given time index <0 
time(1:ncount) = -1; 
% Label source as -1, unknown 
source(1:ncount) = -1; 

A6. Fill unsaturated zone with particles 
 
%% fill_uz_with_particles.m 
   
% IF uz is filled so that field capacity is the 
% minimum allowed water content 
initheta=max([log(UZInitFlux*b/(vo*1000)+1)/b,... 
    fc*theta(water_table_depth(1),1,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)]); 
  
% Convert initial storage to number of particles 
nv = floor(water_table_depth.*initheta.*xwidth*dx*1000/pmass); 
  
% if there is a rounding error in nv calculation 
if rem(sum(water_table_depth.*initheta.*xwidth*dx*1000/pmass),... 
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sum(floor(water_table_depth.*initheta.*xwidth*dx*1000/pmass)))>0 
     
    % number of particles lost in rounding 
    extra_part=floor(rem(sum(water_table_depth.*initheta.*... 
        xwidth*dx*1000/pmass),... 
        
sum(floor(water_table_depth.*initheta.*xwidth*dx*1000/pmass)))); 
     
    % pick random increments, with replacement 
    extra_position=randsample((1:nlength),extra_part,1); 
     
    % add particles to thses increments 
    for i=1:length(extra_position) 
        nv(extra_position(i))=nv(extra_position(i))+1; 
    end 
end 
clear extra_part extra position 
  
% Store ncount 
ncount1 = ncount; 
  
% Fill unsaturated zone 
for i=1:nlength 
     
    % Generate uniform random numbers for distances 
    x(ncount+1:ncount+nv(i)) = rand(nv(i),1)*dx+(i-1)*dx; 
     
    % Random depth above the water table 
    y(ncount+1:ncount+nv(i)) = rand(nv(i),1).*water_table_depth(i); 
  
    % velocity 
    v(ncount+1:ncount+nv(i),1) = exp(log(vo)+rand(nv(i),1).* b.* ini-
theta); 
     
    ncount=ncount+nv(i); 
end 
  
  
% particles in unsaturated zone given index of 1 
index(ncount1+1:ncount) = 1; 
% old water given time index <0 
time(ncount1+1:ncount) = -1; 
% Label source as -1, unknown 
source(ncount1+1:ncount)= -1; 
  
  
% Label all initialisation particles with flow type 
flowtype(y(1:ncount)>=0) = 1; 
flowtype(y(1:ncount)<0) = 2; 

A7. Move particles 
 
%% move_particles.m 
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
%% Saturated Flow 
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%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
  
  
% Check for lateral draining 
% If the lateral movement of particles is leaving the saturated zone 
with 
% less partilces than would have been allowed with the field capacity 
% constraint, allow only the proper number of particles to move 
for u=1:nlength % for all the increments 
     
    % ::: Move subsurface saturated parti-
cles.............................. 
     
    % saturated subsurface partilces in this increment 
    psat_incr_subs=find(x(1:ncount)<u &... 
        x(1:ncount)>=u-1 &... 
        y(1:ncount)>=water_table_depth(u)); 
     
     
    % Find the slots in which all particles are situated 
    % it ip~=u, there is something wrong 
    ip1 = floor(x(psat_incr_subs)./dx)+1; 
    ip1((ip1>nlength)) = nlength; 
     
    % Store the width, depth and water table depth 
    W1 = xwidth(ip1)'; 
    D1 = xdepth(ip1)'; 
    WT1 = water_table_depth(ip1)'; 
     
    % Calculate water table gradient 
    % !! Make sure this is the gradient definition you want to use! 
    wt_gradient 
     
    % call TPM for veocities update 
    TPM_sat 
     
    % minimum number of particles allowed below water table 
    % if the water table is below soil surface, 
    % or if the water table is above soil surface 
    p_min=floor(sum(theta(water_table_depth(u):0.001:xdepth(u),... 
        u,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)*0.001*fc).*... 
        xwidth(u).*dx.*1000/pmass).*... 
        (water_table_depth(u)>=0)+... 
        
floor(sum(theta(0:0.001:xdepth(u),u,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)*... 
        0.001*fc).*... 
        xwidth(u).*dx.*1000/pmass).*... 
        (water_table_depth(u)<0); 
     
    % number of particles below water table 
    p_sat=length(psat_incr_subs); 
     
    % number of partilces that will move to the next increment 
    ip_before_after=[ceil(x(psat_incr_subs))'; 
        ceil( x(psat_incr_subs)+v(psat_incr_subs).*gradient_1m.*dt 
)']'; 
    p_out=sum((ip_before_after(:,2)-ip_before_after(:,1))>0); 
     
    % if the the partilces that could move out are so many to leave 
the 
    % increment's water content below field capacity, 
    if p_sat-p_out<p_min && p_sat-p_min>=0 
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        % position of partiles that are moving out of the increment... 
        p_out_posit=find(ip_before_after(:,2)-ip_before_after(:,1)>0); 
        % position of partilces that are staying within the incre-
ment.. 
        p_in_posit=find(ip_before_after(:,2)-ip_before_after(:,1)==0); 
        % choose randomly the number of partilces that CAN be moved 
out 
        p_out_actual=randsample(p_out_posit,p_sat-p_min); 
         
        % ... move all particles in this increment 
        x(psat_incr_subs([p_in_posit;p_out_actual]))=... 
            x(psat_incr_subs([p_in_posit;p_out_actual]))+... 
            v(psat_incr_subs([p_in_posit;p_out_actual])).... 
            *gradient_1m([p_in_posit;p_out_actual]).*dt; 
         
        % if the paticles to be moved don't leave the increment below 
field 
        % capacity,and the existing paericles more than field capacity 
    elseif p_sat-p_min>0 && p_sat-p_min>=0 
         
        % move all the paticles in this increment 
        x(psat_incr_subs) = x(psat_incr_subs)+v(psat_incr_subs).*... 
            gradient_1m.*dt; 
         
        % if there are already less particles than there should be, 
        % don't move anything 
    elseif p_sat-p_min<0 
         
        % do nothing 
    end 
     
    % ::: Move saturated overland partil-
ces............................... 
     
    psat_incr_ovrl=find(x(1:ncount)<u &... 
        x(1:ncount)>=u-1 &... 
        y(1:ncount)<0); 
     
    % move all the paticles in this increment 
    x(psat_incr_ovrl) = x(psat_incr_ovrl)+VM*Ko.*slope.*dt; 
     
     
    % ::: Update v and y posi-
tion.......................................... 
     
    % Find the dx increments in which all particles are situated 
    ip2 = floor(x(psat_incr_subs)./dx)+1; 
    ip2(ip2>nlength)=nlength; 
    ip2(ip2<0)=0; 
     
    % Store the width, depth and water table depth 
    W2 = xwidth(ip2)'; 
    D2 = xdepth(ip2)'; 
    WT2 = water_table_depth(ip2)'; 
     
     
    % Keep proportional depth and width equal 
    y(psat_incr_subs) = D2-(D1-y(psat_incr_subs))... 
        .*(D2-WT2)... 
        ./(D1-WT1); 
     
    % Update velocity for change in depth and width 
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    v(psat_incr_subs)=vo*exp(b.*theta(y(psat_incr_subs),... 
        x(psat_incr_subs),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb).*... 
        rand(size(psat_incr_subs)));    
end 
clear psat_incr_ovrl  psat_incr_subs 
clear p_sat p_min p_out_actual p_out 
clear ip_before_after 
  
  
% If real wt gradient is applied, some particles might end up at x<0.  
% Find the particles that have x<0, and place them at a random posi-
tion 
% in the firts increment 
x(x<0)=rand(length(find(x<0)),1); 
  
  
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
%% Unsaturated Flow 
%---------------------------------------------------------------------
- 
  
% find all the uz particles 
puz=find(index==1); 
  
for u=1:nlength 
     
% Find vertically moving particles in this increment 
puz_incr=find(index(1:ncount)==1 &... 
    flowtype(1:ncount)==1 &... 
    x(1:ncount)<u & x(1:ncount)>u-1); 
  
if length(puz_incr)>1  % if there are particles in the UZ 
     
    % split the incement UZ in layers of ~10cm 
    l=floor(water_table_depth(u)*10); 
     
    % [particles in each layer, ... 
    % edges of each layer, ... 
    % which layer does each particle belong to] 
    if l>0 
         
        edges=(0:max(y(puz_incr))/l:max(y(puz_incr))); 
        [p_l_nt,~,bin]=histcounts(y(puz_incr),edges); 
         
        % water content (m3 water / m3 soil) of each layer 
        
wat_cont=p_l_nt*(pmass/1000)/(dx*xwidth(u)*water_table_depth(u)/l); 
         
        inputheta=wat_cont(bin)'; 
        inputheta=reshape(inputheta,length(inputheta),1); 
        inputheta(length(inputheta):length(puz_incr))=inputheta(end); 
         
        % DEBUG... 
        % if the layers are oversaturated, assume that they are just 
        % saturated 
        
ff=find(inputheta>theta(y(puz_incr),u,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)); 
        inputheta(ff)=theta(y(ff),u,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
        % ... 
         
        % DEBUG... 
        % if inputheta>Ks at that depth, inputheta== Ks 
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        % so that UZ doesn't drain 
        inputheta=inputheta.*... 
            (inputheta<=Ks(y(puz_incr),u,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb))+... 
            Ks(y(puz_incr),u,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb).*... 
            (inputheta>Ks(y(puz_incr),u,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb)); 
        %... 
         
        % set the multiplication factor making 'dry' particles immo-
bile 
        II=ones(size(inputheta)); 
        
II(inputheta<=theta(y(puz_incr),u,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)*fc)=0; 
         
        % UPDATE VELOCITY 
        TPM_unsat 
         
        % give zero velocity to 'dry' particles 
        v(puz_incr)=v(puz_incr).*II; 
         
        clear edges bin N 
        clear II 
         
        y(puz_incr) = y(puz_incr) + v(puz_incr).*dt; 
    end 
end 
end 

A8. Exchange chemistry 
 
%% exchange_chemistry.m 
  
% if the particle  moves slower than it would take the difussion to 
over 
% the same distance, then make the particles 'well mixed' 
  
vv=v(psat); 
slow_p=find(vv<5*vo);  % !! completerly arbitrary !! 
  
O18(slow_p)= mean(O18_input(:,3)); 
H2(slow_p)= mean(H2_input(:,3)); 

 

A9. Add surface paticles 
 
%% add_surface_particles.m 
  
% moisture contnet, if there was constant input of inputseq_nt 
inputheta = log(inputseq_nt(nt)*b/(dt*vo*1000)+1)/b; 
  
% number of particles to add to the surface in each length division dx 
newpar_surf=ones(1,nlength)*surf_part_nt(nt); 
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%number of particles over whole slope if there is a large rounding 
error, 
% add these remainder particles to a random slot 
newpar_surftotal=sum (newpar_surf); 
  
% Store index address of new surf particles 
psurf=ncount+1:ncount+newpar_surftotal; 
  
% Label new particles as surface additions 
source(psurf) = 1; 
  
% Cumulative no. of particle to apply to surface 
cnsurface=[0 cumsum(newpar_surf)]; 
  
% Assign random position in first dx of slope 
x(psurf(1:newpar_surf(1)))=(rand(newpar_surf(1),1)); 
for i=1:nlength 
    prange = cnsurface(i)+1:cnsurface(i+1); 
    % Define lateral position 
    x(psurf(prange))=(rand(newpar_surf(i),1)*dx+(dx*i)-dx); 
    if water_table_depth(i)>=0 
        y(psurf(prange))=0;    % Depth is zero (surface) 
        % Assign velocity with Kunsat 
        
v(psurf(prange))=exp(log(vo)+rand(newpar_surf(i),1).*b.*inputheta); 
        % Choose an initial time within the input time step 
        dtt= dt*rand(newpar_surf(i),1); 
        time(psurf(prange))=nt+dtt;     % Store entry time 
        % Move new particle vertically for remaining part of time step 
        y(psurf(prange)) = y(psurf(prange))+(v(psurf(prange))).*dtt; 
         
        % Label new particles vertical flow 
        index(psurf(prange)) = 1;   
        % Label new particles as subsurface flow 
        flowtype(psurf(prange)) = 1;   
    
    else 
        y(psurf(prange))=water_table_depth(i); 
        % Assign velocity with Ksat 
        v(psurf(prange))=VM*Ko*slope*rand(newpar_surf(i),1); 
         
        % Choose an initial time within the input time step 
        dtt= dt*rand(newpar_surf(i),1); 
        time(psurf(prange))=nt+dtt;     % Store entry time 
        % Move new particle laterally for remaining part of time step 
        x(psurf(prange)) = x(psurf(prange))+(v(psurf(prange))).*dtt; 
        
        % Label new particles lateral flow 
        index(psurf(prange)) = 2;     
        % Label new particles as overland flow 
        flowtype(psurf(prange)) = 2;        
    end 
end 
  
% assign O18 and H2 values of input particles 
O18(psurf)=inputseqO18(ceil(nt/dtsteps)); 
  
  
% Add the new particles to ncount 
ncount = ncount + newpar_surftotal; 
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A10. Add upslope particles 
 
%% add_upslope_particles.m 
  
% Store index address of new particles 
pups=(ncount+1:ncount+upsl_part_nt(nt))'; 
  
index(pups) = 2;        % Label new particles saturated flow 
source(pups) = 2;       % Label new particles as usplope additions 
flowtype(pups) = 1;     % Label as subsurface flow 
  
% particles enter at the beginning of the slope 
x(pups)=zeros(upsl_part_nt(nt),1); 
  
% layers 
if water_table_depth(1)>=0 
    D=xdepth(1)-water_table_depth(1); 
    lay-
ers=[water_table_depth(1),water_table_depth(1)+[D/8,D/4,D/2],... 
        xdepth(1)]; 
else 
    D=xdepth(1); 
    layers=[0,xdepth(1)/8,xdepth(1)/4,xdepth(1)/2,xdepth(1)]; 
end 
  
% transmissivity of 1st increment, 
for tt=1:length(layers)-1 
    Trans1(tt)=trapz(layers(tt):0.0001:layers(tt+1), ... 
        Ks(layers(tt):0.0001:layers(tt+1),1,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb)); 
end 
  
% get the proportion of total transimissivity 
prop_trans=Trans1/sum(Trans1); 
% split the particles to be added accordingly  
% (proportion of particles to be added) 
prop_part=floor(upsl_part_nt(nt)*prop_trans); 
% begin a new count not to lose the ncount 
nc=ncount; 
% assign y positions 
csp=cumsum(prop_part); 
for tt=1:length(layers)-1 
     
    y(nc+1:nc+prop_part(tt))=(layers(tt)+ rand(prop_part(tt),1).*... 
        (layers(tt+1)-layers(tt))); 
    nc=nc+prop_part(tt); 
end 
% if there are leftover partices to be distributed, 
% put them in the first layer 
if sum(prop_part)<upsl_part_nt(nt) 
    y(nc+1:nc+upsl_part_nt(nt)-sum(prop_part))=... 
        (layers(1)+ rand(upsl_part_nt(nt)-sum(prop_part),1).*... 
        (layers(2)-layers(1))); 
end 
  
% Assign velocity 
vpath(pups) = rand(upsl_part_nt(nt),1); 
v(pups)=vo*exp(b*theta(y(pups),x(pups),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb).*... 
    rand(size(pups))); 
  
%Adjust for overland flows 
i_pupsol = pups(y(pups)<0); 
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n_pupsol = length(i_pupsol); 
if n_pupsol>0 
    vpath(i_pupsol) = rand(n_pupsol,1); 
    v(i_pupsol) = ... 
        
VM*(vo*(1+vpath(i_pupsol)'.*Ko.*b./vo.*exp(f_min.*y(i_pupsol)))); 
    flowtype(i_pupsol) = 2; 
end 
  
% Choose an initial time within the input time step 
dtt= dt*rand(upsl_part_nt(nt),1); 
time(pups)=nt+dtt;     % Store entry time 
  
% Move new particle laterally for remaining part of time step 
x(pups) = x(pups)+v(pups)*wt_gr(1).*dtt; 
  
O18(pups)=inputseqO18_upslope; 
  
% Add new particle to ncount 
ncount = ncount + upsl_part_nt(nt);  

A11. Evapotranspiration 
 
%% evapotranspiration.m 
  
% first we re-new the ET during this time step 
inputseqET_nt = inputseqET(ceil(nt/dtsteps))/dtsteps; % mm/timestep 
  
% Number of particles to be ET'ed 
nET = floor((inputseqET_nt*0.001*Area_Slope)*1000/pmass);  % 
part/timestep 
  
  
% JD------------------------------------------------------------------
----- 
% find particles in the slope 
% unsaturated AND saturated 
pinslope = find(x(1:ncount)<=slength & index(1:ncount) == 1 |... 
    index(1:ncount) == 2); 
  
% Calculate the availability of particles 
c = 1;              % surface availability in percent 
% % a = -c/droot;        % factor linear decrease 
a=0; % MY % uniform ET over the whole rooting depth 
  
Av = a*y(pinslope) + c;       % availability factor of each particle 
  
% Available particles 
PAv = rand(size(Av))<=Av; 
PaAvTotal = sum(PAv); 
  
if PaAvTotal >= nET 
    % There is enough particles to ET, 
    % so take a random subset of length nET 
    Prand = randperm(PaAvTotal,nET); 
    % Available particle indices 
    PAvi = find(PAv==1); 
    % Random selection of nET particles from  overall available parti-
cles 
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    PaET = PAvi(Prand); 
     
else 
    % There is not enough, use all of those available 
    PaET = PAv;   % logical index of particles to be ET'd 
end 
  
  
% CARRY OUT EVAPOTRANSPIRATION OF PARTICLES 
% we can use the logical indices or address indices here to change the 
% particle vectors appropriately' 
% JD CHANGE MADE HERE, NEED TO REFERENCE THE IN SLOPE PARTICLES 
PaET = pinslope(PaET(PaET>0)); 
% Label as exited 
index(PaET)=8;    % particles exited 
  
% Move particles to a point outside of the slope, 
% (change x, look at how this is done in the main script) 
x(PaET) = slength+2; 
  
  
% store number of ET'd particles 
if rem(nt,dtsteps)==0 
    InfoStore.ET_Daily(nt/dtsteps)=length(PaET); 
end 

A12. Update particles and water table 
 
%% update_particles_and_waterTable.m 
  
% Update particles that have left the slope 
pexit = ... 
    find(x(1:ncount)>slength & index(1:ncount)~=3 & in-
dex(1:ncount)~=8); 
  
index(pexit) = 3; 
x(pexit) = slength+1; 
  
% count the partucles that have exited 
oldexit = sum(time(pexit)<0); 
newexit =sum(time(pexit)>0 ); 
  
% Index address of active particles 
pactive = find(index==1 | index==2); 
  
% Current particle length increment position 
ip = (1 + floor(x(pactive)./dx)); 
  
% Find overland particles that are above the water table 
% These particles should be sorbed onto the surface 
pol=find(y(pactive)<0 & y(pactive)<water_table_depth(ip)'); 
if ~isempty(pol) 
    %Apply particle to surface 
    y(pol)=min([zeros(size(pol))'; water_table_depth(ip(pol))]); 
end 
  
% Find particles that are too deep... 
ptoodeep = find(y(pactive) > xdepth(ip)'); 
randptoodeep = rand(size(ptoodeep))'; 
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% ...and put them somewhere randomly in the water table 
y(pactive(ptoodeep))=xdepth(ip(ptoodeep))- randptoodeep.*... 
    (xdepth(ip(ptoodeep))- water_table_depth(ip(ptoodeep))); 
  
  
% Adjust saturation indexes 
% i.e. mark as saturated the particles that have crossed the water 
% table at this time step. 
psat = pactive(y(pactive)>water_table_depth(ip)' & index(pactive)~=2 
&.... 
    y(pactive)>=0); 
index(psat) = 2; 
v(psat)=vo*exp(b.*rand(size(psat)).*... 
    theta(y(psat),x(psat),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)); 
flowtype(psat) = 1; 
  
  
pof = pactive(y(pactive)>water_table_depth(ip)' & y(pactive)<0 &... 
    flowtype(pactive)~=2); 
index(pof) = 2; 
v(pof)=VM*Ko*slope*rand(size(pof)); 
flowtype(pof) = 2; 
  
puz = pactive(y(pactive)<water_table_depth(ip)' & index(pactive)~=1); 
index(puz) = 1; 
flowtype(puz) = 1; 
  
  
% Find lateral and vertical storage over slope 
vertcount=histc(ip((index(pactive)==1 )),1:nlength); 
latcount=histc(ip((index(pactive)==2 )),1:nlength); 
reshape(vertcount,nlength,1); 
reshape(latcount,nlength,1); 
  
% Recalculate water table depth 
PMass = latcount'.*pmass./(1000.*xwidth.*dx); % m 
for incr=1:nlength 
    S1(incr) = theta(xdepth(incr),incr,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
    A=(S1(incr)-S0(incr))./xdepth(incr); 
    B=2*(S0(incr)); 
    C=-xdepth(incr).*(S1(incr)+S0(incr))+2.*PMass(incr); 
    % Find new water table depth based on 
    new_wtd(incr)=((-B+sqrt(B.*B-4.*A.*C))./(2.*A)); 
end 
  
  
% Storage/ Water table adjustments 
for i =1:nlength 
    % If the water table is below the surface 
    if new_wtd(i)>=0 
         
        % Operate on particles in this length increment 
        pinc = pactive(ip==i); 
        % find overland particles, and apply to the surface 
        clear pol 
        pol=find(y(pinc)<0); 
        if ~isempty(pol) 
            y(pinc(pol))=0; %Apply particle to surface 
            index(pinc(pol)) = 1; % Label as vertical flow 
        end 
         
        % if water table is rising 
        if new_wtd(i)<water_table_depth(i) 
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            % check saturation of particles between the two water ta-
ble 
            % depth 
            latwtd = pinc(index(pinc)==2 & y(pinc)>new_wtd(i) &... 
                y(pinc)<water_table_depth(i)); 
            latcountwtd=length(latwtd); 
             
            %get total volume of this area 
            
S1wtd=theta(water_table_depth(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
            S2wtd=theta(new_wtd(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
             
            % volume in particles 
            vol = floor(0.5*(S2wtd-S1wtd)*... 
                (new_wtd(i)-
water_table_depth(i))*1000*xwidth(i)*dx/pmass); 
             
            % if the area between the two water table levels is 
            % under-saturated 
            if latcountwtd<vol 
                pdiff = -latcountwtd+vol; 
                randp = randperm(latcountwtd); 
                pmove = latwtd(randp(1:pdiff)); 
                yn = y(pmove);  %store current depth of particles 
                % move the excess particles into the new water table 
area 
                y(pmove) = new_wtd(i) + rand(pdiff,1).*... 
                    (water_table_depth(i)-new_wtd(i)); 
                % update velocity of these particles for change in 
depth 
                v(pmove)=vo*exp(b.*rand(size(pmove)).*... 
                    theta(y(pmove),x(pmove),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)); 
            end 
        end 
         
        % if water table is falling 
        if new_wtd(i)>water_table_depth(i) 
            % Operate on particles in this length increment 
            pinc = pactive(ip==i); 
            % check saturation of particles between the two water ta-
ble 
            % depth 
            latwtd = pinc(index(pinc)==2 & y(pinc)<new_wtd(i)); 
            latcountwtd=length(latwtd); 
             
            %get total volume of this area 
            
S1wtd=theta(water_table_depth(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
            S2wtd=theta(new_wtd(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
             
            % volume in particles 
            vol = floor(0.5*(S1wtd+S2wtd)*... 
                (new_wtd(i)-
water_table_depth(i))*1000*xwidth(i)*dx/pmass); 
             
            % if the area between the two water table levels is 
            % over-saturated 
            if latcountwtd>vol 
                pdiff = latcountwtd-vol; 
                [vsort, vI] = (sort(v(latwtd),'descend')); 
                sortp=latwtd(vI); 
                pmove = sortp(1:pdiff); 
                % move the excess particles into the water table 
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                y(pmove)=new_wtd(i)+rand(pdiff,1).*(xdepth(i)-
new_wtd(i)); 
            end 
        end 
         
    else if new_wtd(i)<0 
             
            % The new water table is above the surface 
            % a new water table level must be calculated taking into 
            % account the non-linear porosity profile from sub-surface 
to 
            % above surface 
             
            % Operate on particles in this length increment 
            pinc = pactive(ip==i); 
             
            % Find maximum number of particles in the subsurface area 
            S1wtd=theta(xdepth(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
            S2wtd=theta(0,i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
            % subsurface volume in particles 
            ssvol = floor(0.5*(S1wtd+S2wtd)*... 
                (xdepth(i))*1000*xwidth(i)*dx/pmass); 
             
            % Number of particles overland 
            olvol = latcount(i)-ssvol; 
             
             
            % find overland particle that are above new wtd, and move 
to 
            % the top of the water table 
            clear pol 
            pol=find(y(pinc)<0 & y(pinc)<new_wtd(i)); 
            if ~isempty(pol) 
                %Apply particle to top of water table depth 
                y(pinc(pol)) = new_wtd(i)+0.1*rand(size(pol)); 
            end 
             
            % Relabel any unsaturated particles as saturated 
            pol=find(index(pinc) == 1); 
            if ~isempty(pol) 
                index(pinc(pol))=2; % relabel as saturated 
            end 
             
            % Check if there are too many or too few particles above 
the 
            % surface 
            plat = pinc((index(pinc)==2)); 
             
            %number of over land and subsurface particles 
            npsubsurf = sum(y(plat)>=0); 
            npoverland = sum(y(plat)<0); 
             
            % addresses of over land and subsurface particles 
            psubsurf = find(y(plat)>=0); 
            poverland = find(y(plat)<0); 
             
            % volume of fillable 'pore space'  
            SD=theta(xdepth(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
            Swtd=theta(new_wtd(i),i,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb); 
             
            volsubsurf = floor(0.5*(SD+S0(i))*... 
                (xdepth(i))*1000*xwidth(i)*dx/pmass); 
            voloverland = floor(0.5*(Swtd+S0(i))*... 
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                (-new_wtd(i))*1000*xwidth(i)*dx/pmass); 
             
            %if there are too many particles below the surface, 
            % push some into the overland area 
            if volsubsurf<npsubsurf 
                pdiff=npsubsurf-volsubsurf; 
                randp = randperm(npsubsurf); 
                pmove = plat(randp(1:pdiff)); 
                % move the excess particles into the water table 
                y(pmove) = rand(pdiff,1).*new_wtd(i); 
            end 
             
            %if there are too many particles above the surface, 
            % push some into the subsurface area 
            if voloverland<npoverland 
                pdiff=npoverland-voloverland; 
                randp = randperm(npoverland); 
                pmove = plat(randp(1:pdiff)); 
                % move the excess particles into the water table 
                y(pmove) = rand(pdiff,1).*xdepth(i); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
     
     
end 
  
%Update Water table depth 
water_table_depth=new_wtd; 
  
  
% Adjust saturation indexes 
% Particles entering the subsurafce water table 
psat = pactive(y(pactive)>water_table_depth(ip)' &... 
    index(pactive)~=2 & y(pactive)>=0); 
index(psat) = 2; 
v(psat)=vo*exp(b.*rand(size(psat)).*... 
    theta(y(psat),x(psat),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb)); 
flowtype(psat) = 1; 
  
% Particles entering overland flow 
pof = pactive(y(pactive)>water_table_depth(ip)' &... 
    y(pactive)<0 & flowtype(pactive)~=2); 
index(pof) = 2; 
v(pof)=VM*Ko*slope*rand(size(pof)); 
flowtype(pof) = 2; 
  
% Particles entering the unsaturated zone 
puz = pactive(y(pactive)<water_table_depth(ip)' & index(pactive)~=1); 
index(puz) = 1; 
flowtype(puz) = 1; 

A13. Saturated hydraulic conductivity 
 
%% Ks.m 
  
function hk=Ks(z,x,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb) 
  
riparian_width=8; 
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slength= 80; 
  
Ko_min=185; 
Ko_org=600; 
f_min=-6; 
f_org=-12.61; 
  
hk=(Ko_org*exp(f_org*z)+Kb).*(x>=(slength-riparian_width))+... 
    (Ko_min*exp(f_min*z)+Kb).*(x<(slength-riparian_width)); 

A14. Porosity 
 
%% theta.m 
  
function th=theta(z,x,b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb) 
  
% derived from: Ks= integral(v*d(theta)) 
% v=vo*exp(b*theta) 
th=((1/b).*log(1+Ks(z,x,Ko,f_org,f_min,Kb).*b./vo)).*(z>=0)+1.*(z<0); 

A15. Water table gradient 
 
%% wt_gradient.m 
  
% Particles in saturated zone move accurding to water table gradient 
in 
% each increment 
  
  
% incr1== most upslope 
% incr2== middle 
% incr3== most downslope 
  
st=1; % increment number 
  
while st<nlength-1 
     
     
    wth1=(top_elevation(st)-water_table_depth(st)); 
    wth2=(top_elevation(st+1)-water_table_depth(st+1)); 
    wth3=(top_elevation(st+2)-water_table_depth(st+2)); 
     
     
    if wth1>=wth2 
        % the water from incr1 will flow out in the downslope direc-
tion, 
        % driven by the gradient between incr1 and incr2 
        wt_gr(1,st)=(wth1-wth2)/dx; % gradient to positive direction 
        wt_gr(2,st)=0; % gradient to negative direction 
         
        st=st+1; 
         
    else if wth2>=wth1 && wth2>=wth3 
            % the water in incr1 will not go anywhere 
            wt_gr(1:2,st)=0;  
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            % the water from incr2 will go towards incr1 and incr3 
            % the number of particles going to each direction is de-
cided 
            % by the magnitude of the gradients 
            wt_gr(1,st+1)=(wth2-wth3)/dx; % gradient to positive di-
rection 
            wt_gr(2,st+1)=(wth1-wth2)/dx; % gradient to negative di-
rection 
             
            st=st+1; 
             
        else if wth2>=wth1 && wth3>=wth2 
                % the water in incr1 will not go anywhere 
                wt_gr(1:2,st)=0; 
                 
                % the water in incr2 will go towards incr1 
                 
                wt_gr(1,st+1)=0;   
                wt_gr(2,st+1)=(wth1-wth2)/dx;  
                 
                st=st+2; 
            end 
             
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
% For now the gradients at the two last increments are assumed to be 
the same 
wt_gr(1,length(wt_gr):nlength)=wt_gr(1,length(wt_gr)); 
  
wt_gr=sum(wt_gr); 
  
% the gradients of all the particles 
gradient_1m=wt_gr(ip1)'; 
  
clear st 
clear wth1 wth2 wth3 

A16. Transition probabiliy matrix, saturated 
 
%% TPM_sat.m 
  
%% either OFF.... 
% initial random probability 
v(psat_incr_subs)=vo*exp(b*theta(y(psat_incr_subs),... 
    
x(psat_incr_subs),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb).*rand(size(psat_incr_subs)))
; 
  
  
%% ...or ON 
% Probability to change class 
% P(slow-->slow) > P(fast-->fast) 
% P(slow-->med) > P(slow-->fast) 
% P(slow-->fast) == P(fast-->slow) 
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% % Define working velocity matrix 
% v_part=v(psat); 
%  
%  
% % set thresholds for slow, medium, and fast velocities, 
% % according to the quantiles set in main code 
% qnt(2,:)=quantile(v_part,qnt(1,:)); % set corresponding velocities 
%  
%  
% % separate the velocities in classes 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)<=qnt(2,1),2)=1; % slow 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)>qnt(2,1) & v_part(:,1)<=qnt(2,2),2)=2; % medium 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)>qnt(2,2),2)=3; % fast 
%  
%  
% % random probability matrix for the new velocity 
% RP_fin=zeros(size(v_part(:,1))); 
% for qq=1:length(v_part(:,1)) 
%     if v_part(qq,2)==1 % slow 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)=randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(1,:)); 
%          
%     elseif v_part(qq,2)==2 % medium 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)=randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(2,:)); 
%          
%     elseif v_part(qq,2)==3 % fast 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)= randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(3,:)); 
%     end 
% end 
%  
%  
% 
v(psat)=vo*exp(theta(y(psat),x(psat),b,vo,f_org,f_min,Ko,Kb).*b.*RP_fi
n); 
%  
% clear v_part RP_fin qq 

A17. Transition probability matrix, unsaturated 
 
%% TPM_unsat.m 
  
%% either OFF... 
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% if the new version is used 
v(puz_incr)=vo*exp(inputheta.*b.*rand(size(puz_incr))); 
  
%% ... or ON 
%% Different formulation: Probability to change class 
% P(slow-->slow) > P(fast-->fast) 
% P(slow-->med) > P(slow-->fast) 
% P(slow-->fast) == P(fast-->slow) 
  
% % Define working velocity matrix 
% v_part=v(puz_incr); 
%  
% % set thresholds for slow, medium, and fast velocities, 
% % according to the quantiles set in main code 
% qnt(2,:)=quantile(v_part,qnt(1,:)); % set corresponding velocities 
%  
% % separate the velocities in classes 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)<=qnt(2,1),2)=1; % slow 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)>qnt(2,1) & v_part(:,1)<=qnt(2,2),2)=2; % medium 
% v_part(v_part(:,1)>qnt(2,2),2)=3; % fast 
%  
% % random probability matrix for the new velocity 
% RP_fin=zeros(size(v_part(:,1))); 
% for qq=1:length(v_part(:,1)) 
%     if v_part(qq,2)==1 % slow 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)=randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(1,:)); 
%          
%     elseif v_part(qq,2)==2 % medium 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)=randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(2,:)); 
%          
%     elseif v_part(qq,2)==3 % fast 
%          
%         R=rand(1);  % if v ~ exponential distribution 
%         RP_fin(qq,1)= randsample([0+(qnt(1,1)-0).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,1)+(qnt(1,2)-qnt(1,1)).*R,... 
%             qnt(1,2)+(1-qnt(1,2)).*R],... 
%             1,true,... 
%             TPM(3,:)); 
%     end 
% end 
%  
% v(puz_incr)=vo*exp(inputheta.*b.*RP_fin); 
%  
% clear v_part RP_fin qq 
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Appendix B: VEMF Matlab code 

%% Verical Equilibrium Model, with verical fluxes 
% Nino Amvrosiadi, 2016 
  
  
%% Theory from:         Van Genuchten and Nielsen, 1985 
%% Data from:           K.Bishop, 1991 
%% original model from: Seibert et al., 2011 
  
% This code calculates------------------------------------------------
----- 
% 1. WC_m_down and WC_m_up: 
%       Total water content (m) of different soil types, 
%       for downward (F<0) and upward (F>0) fluxes 0-5 mm/day 
% 
% 2. dWC_m_down and dWC_m_up: 
%       water content difference (m) between no flux and flux 
% 
% 3. dWC_perc_down and dWC_perc_up: 
%       percent different between no flux and flux 
% 
% 4. max_heigh_above_wt: 
%       Maximum height above water table(cm), 
%       where the upward flux 0-5mm/day is possible 
  
  
% list of parameters--------------------------------------------------
----- 
  
% Depth_Dist= soil depth(m), distance from stream(m) 
% tension= tension in meters of water 
% th= volumetric moisture content (%). 
%     Each row for corresponding Depth_Dist element, 
%     each column for corresponding tension element 
% a= 1/air entry pressure, m 
% psi1= matric tension at the bottom of the layer 
% th_s= maximum water content=porosity 
% th_r= minimum water content= wilting point 
  
% n, m = van Genuchten parameters. 
%        Can be calibrated separately, either linked with: 
% m=1-1/n (Mualem's model) or m=1-2/n (Burdine's model) 
% n>0 
  
% In the file: Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor, the soil textures (rows) are: 
% after Carsel and Parrish, 1988 
  
% 1.Sand 
% 2.Loam 
% 3.Sandy loam 
% 4.Sandy clay loam 
% 5.Silt loam 
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% 6.Silty clay loam 
% 7.Clay loam 
% 8.Silt 
% 9. Clay 
% 10.Silty clay 
% 11.Sandy Clay 
% ......... and the columns are: Ksat (m/sec), th_r, th_s, a(1/m), n 
  
% !!! If fzero doesn't find a solution, check the combination of Ks, 
th_s, 
% a, n. !!! 
  
  
%% Load input data 
% water conten and matrix tension measurements from Kevin's thesis, 
page 
% 145, table 4.5 
load('theta_tension_Kevin'); 
load prof_md 
load Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor 
  
load WC_m_prof_F0 % water content (m) of all soils, for zero net flux 
load WC_m_F0 
  
  
%% Define working layers 
  
% total depth of the soil column is 1m 
top_elevation=1; 
  
% set the water table at the very bottom of the column 
wth=0; 
  
% Split the soil in sublayers of 1cm. 
% !! use round, becaus Matlab creates tiny decimals itself!! 
z=0.01*round(100*(0:0.01:top_elevation))'; 
  
  
  
%% Main loop 
  
%for all types of soils listed above 
for  nn=1:length(Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(:,1)) 
     
    %% Set parame-
ters...................................................... 
     
    % Set constant saturated hydraulic conductivity 
    Ks=Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(nn,1)*ones(length(z)-1,1); 
     
    % Set constant residual water content 
    th_r=Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(nn,2); 
     
    % Set constant porosity 
    th_s=Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(nn,3)*ones(length(z),1); 
     
    % Set air entry pressure 
    a=Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(nn,4); 
     
    % Set n, van Genuchten parameter 
    n=Ksat_thr_ths_a_n_theor(nn,5); 
     
    % Set m, van Genuchten parameter. According to Mualem's model 
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    m=1-1./n; 
     
    %% Calculate water con-
tent............................................. 
     
    % for different infiltration and ET rates  (-5 to 5mm/day) 
    for f=-50:50 
         
        % DOWNWARD FLUX::  F<0 
        % UPWARD FLUX::  F>0 
        F=f*0.1*(10^-3)/(60*60*24); % m/s 
         
        syms psi 
        psi1=0; 
        from =1; 
         
        j=1; 
        k=Ks(1); % m/sec 
         
        % for elevations from bottom to top, 
        % starting from the water table level 
        while j<=length(z)-1 && k>F && ~isnan(psi1) 
             
            % elevation of the bottom of each layer 
            z1=z(from + j -1); 
            % elevation of top of each layer 
            z2=z(from +j); 
            % saturated hydraulic conducticity in the middle of the 
layer 
            ks=Ks(from + j -1); 
             
            % the last psi1 value before breaking 
            psi_last(nn,1)=psi1; 
             
             
            % Tension at the top of each layer 
            if F<0 
                psi2=fzero(@(psi) F+(((psi+z2)-(psi1+z1))./(z2-
z1)).*ks*... 
                    ((1+(a*abs(psi)).^n).^(-m./2)).*... 
                    (1-(1-(1./(1+(a*abs(psi)).^n))).^m).^2, psi1); 
            else 
                psi2=fzero(@(psi) F+(((psi+z2)-(psi1+z1))./(z2-
z1)).*ks*... 
                    ((1+(a*abs(psi)).^n).^(-m./2)).*... 
                    (1-(1-(1./(1+(a*abs(psi)).^n))).^m).^2, 1); 
            end 
             
            matric_tension(j)=psi2; 
             
            % Effective saturation(Se) for the matric tension on top 
            % of each layer 
            S_eff(j+1,1)=(1+(abs(matric_tension(j))*a).^n).^(-m); 
             
            % hydraulic conductivity at the top of the layer == kr*ks 
            k=ks*((1+(a*abs(psi2)).^n).^(-m/2)).*... 
                (1-(1-(1./(1+(a*abs(psi2)).^n))).^m).^2; 
             
            % set the pressure at top of the first layer as 
            % the pressure at the bottom of the next layer 
            psi1=psi2; 
             
            % move one layer up 
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            j=j+1; 
             
        end 
         
         
        % bring j back to where the calculations have stopped 
        % (on the last line of 'while', j=j+1, but no further calcula-
tions 
        % performed) 
        j=j-1; 
         
        % maximum height above the water table up to where 
        % constant flux can be sustained 
        Dmax(nn,f+51) =  j*0.01; 
         
        % at which flux is the hydraulic discontinuity less than 1m 
        % from the water table 
        Fmax(nn)=(sum(Dmax(nn,:)==1)-50)*0.1; 
         
        % at the water table level, where z=wth, 
        % the soil is fully saturated 
        S_eff(1)=(1+(0*a).^n).^(-m); 
         
        % Calculate the effectie saturation (Se) of each layer, as the 
mean 
        % of effective satutations at the top and the bottom of each 
layer 
        x=(S_eff(2:j)+S_eff(1:j-1))/2; 
        S_eff=x; 
        clear x 
         
        % volumetric water content(%) for the layers below Dmax 
        v_water_content(1:j-1)=th_r+(th_s(1:j-1)-th_r).*S_eff(1:j-1); 
         
         
        % if Dmax< column length 
        % for the scenario where Se(surf.)=0 
        if j<length(z)-1 
            xxx=th_r(end)*length(z)/(length(z)-j+1)-... 
                th_r(end)/(length(z)-j+1)*(j+1:length(z)); % integrate 
Se from Se(j) to 0 
            v_water_content(j:length(z)-1)=xxx; 
            clear xxx 
        end 
         
        VWC_prof(1:length(v_water_content),f+51,nn)=v_water_content'; 
         
        % water content (m) of the whole column 
        WC_m(nn,f+51)=sum(VWC_prof(:,f+51,nn)*0.01); 
         
        % Difference between no flux and flux water content (m): 
        dWC_m(nn,f+51)=WC_m_F0(nn)-WC_m(nn,f+51); 
         
        % Percentage Difference between no flux and flux water content 
(percent) 
        dWC_perc(nn,f+51)=100*abs(WC_m_F0(nn)-
WC_m(nn,f+51))/WC_m_F0(nn); 
         
         
        clear S_eff v_water_content 
         
    end 
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    clear th_reduced matric_tension psi1 psi2 j z1 z2 ks psi 
     
end   % all the soil types 
  
  
save  VWC_prof_F0  VWC_prof_F0 
save WC_m_F0 WC_m_F0 
  
save  VWC_prof  VWC_prof 
save WC_m WC_m 
  
save dWC_m dWC_m 
save dWC_perc dWC_perc 
  
save Dmax Dmax 
save Fmax Fmax 
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